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Abstract
We introduce the notion of interlaced weak ditalgebras and apply reduc-
tion procedures to their module categories to prove the tame-wild di-
chotomy for the category F(∆) of filtered by standard modules for a quasi-
hereditary algebra. Moreover, in the tame case, we show that given a fixed
dimension d, for every d-dimensional indecomposable module M ∈ F(∆),
with the only possible exception of those lying in a finite number of isomor-
phism classes, the moduleM coincides with its Auslander-Reiten translate
in F(∆). Our results are based on a theorem by Koenig, Ku¨lshammer,
and Ovsienko relating F(∆) with the module category of some special
type of ditalgebra.
1 Introduction
Denote by k a fixed ground field, which will be assumed to be algebraically
closed all over this work. Whenever we consider a k-algebra or a bimodule,
we always assume that the field k acts centrally on them. Given an algebra
Λ, we denote by Λ-Mod the category of left Λ-modules, and by Λ-mod its full
subcategory of finite dimensional modules.
We first recall some usual terminology.
Definition 1.1. A finite-dimensional algebra Λ with m simple modules (up to
isomorphism) is called quasi-hereditary if there exist indecomposable Λ-modules
∆1, . . . ,∆m with the following properties:
1. EndΛ(∆i) ∼= k, for each i ∈ [1,m];
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2. HomΛ(∆i,∆j) 6= 0 implies that i ≤ j;
3. Ext1Λ(∆i,∆j) 6= 0 implies that i < j;
4. Λ ∈ F(∆).
Here, ∆ := {∆1, . . . ,∆m} is called the set of standard Λ-modules and F(∆)
denotes the category of filtered by standard modules, that is the full subcategory
of Λ-mod formed by the zero module and the modulesM which admit a filtration
of the form
0 ⊂Ms ⊂ · · · ⊂M1 ⊂M
with each Mi/Mi+1 ∼= ∆j , for some j ∈ [1,m].
In the following, when we say that almost every object in a class M of
objects in a given category satisfies some property, we mean that every object
in M has this property, with the possible exception of those lying in a finite
union of isoclasses of M.
Definition 1.2. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra and C a full subcategory
of Λ-mod closed under direct summands and direct sums. Then,
1. The category C is called tame iff, for each dimension d, there are rational
algebras Γ1, . . . ,Γtd and bimodules Z1, . . . , Ztd , where each Zi is a Λ-Γi-
bimodule, which is free of finite rank as a Γi-module, such that almost
every indecomposable d-dimensional module M in C is of the form M ∼=
Zi ⊗Γi S, for some simple Γi-module S.
2. The category C is called strictly tame iff, for each dimension d, there are
rational algebras Γ1, . . . ,Γtd and bimodules Z1, . . . , Ztd , where each Zi is
a Λ-Γi-bimodule, which is free of finite rank as a Γi-module, such that
almost every indecomposable d-dimensional module M in C is of the form
M ∼= Zi⊗ΓiN , for some indecomposable Γi-module N . Moreover, for each
i ∈ [1, td], the functor Zi ⊗Γi − : Γi-mod−−→Λ-mod preserves isoclasses
and indecomposables, and its image lies within C.
3. The category C is wild iff there is a Λ-k〈x, y〉-bimodule Z, free of finite
rank as a right k〈x, y〉-module, such that Z ⊗k〈x,y〉 − : k〈x, y〉-mod−−→C
preserves indecomposables and isomorphism classes.
It is not hard to see that strict tameness implies tameness.
The question of whether the tame and wild dichotomy theorem holds for the
category F(∆) of filtered by standard modules for a general quasi-hereditary
algebra Λ is very natural and was explicitely raised in [5]. We can now give an
affirmative answer.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed, let Λ
be a quasi-hereditary k-algebra, and denote by F(∆) the category of filtered by
standard modules. Then F(∆) is either tame or wild, but not both. Moreover,
the category F(∆) is tame iff it is strictly tame.
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By a well known result of C.M. Ringel, the category F(∆) admits almost
split sequences, see [6]. The following result is similar to a theorem of Crawley-
Boevey for the category Λ-mod, when Λ is an arbitrary finite-dimensional tame
algebra over an algebraically closed field, see [2].
Theorem 1.4. Assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed, let Λ
be a quasi-hereditary k-algebra, and denote by F(∆) the category of filtered by
standard modules. If F(∆) is tame then, for each dimension d ∈ N, almost
every d-dimensional indecomposable module M ∈ F(∆) admits an almost split
sequence in F(∆) of the form
0−−→M
f
−−→E
g
−−→M−−→0.
The preceding result is most interesting in case that the second Brauer-
Thrall conjecture holds for F(∆), that is if F(∆) admits infinitely many non-
isomorphic d-dimensional indecomposables, for infinitely many d ∈ N.
Our proofs rest on the following two theorems. Recall first that, given any
ditalgebra Q = (T, δ), we make Q := [T ]0, the subalgebra of T formed by the
degree zero elements. Then, by definition the right algebra of Q is
R(Q) := EndQ(QQ)
op.
We have the inclusion φ : Q−−→R(Q), with φ(q) = (ρq, 0), where ρq is right
multiplication by q in Q. Thus R(Q) is a Q-Q-bimodule. We denote by I[R(Q)]
(resp. If [R(Q)]) the full subcategory of R(Q)-Mod with objects M of the form
M ∼= R(Q) ⊗Q N , for some N ∈ Q-Mod (resp. in Q-mod), and call them the
categories of induced modules.
Theorem 1.5 ([4], Theorem 11.3). Assume that the ground field k is alge-
braically closed and let Λ be a finite-dimensional k-algebra withm non-isomorphic
simple modules. Then,
1. The algebra Λ is quasi-hereditary iff there is a ditalgebra Q, with directed
biquiver such that Λ is Morita equivalent to the right algebra R(Q) of Q.
Moreover, the right Q-module R(Q) is finitely generated projective.
2. Denote by S1, . . . , Sm the non-isomorphic simple R(Q)-modules. Then,
the quasi-hereditary algebra R(Q) has standard modules ∆1, . . . ,∆m, with
∆i = R(Q)⊗Q Si, for each i ∈ [1,m].
3. There is an equivalence of categories F : Q-Mod−−→I[R(Q)], satisfying
F (M) ∼= R(Q)⊗Q M, for each M ∈ Q-Mod.
4. We have If [R(Q)] = F(∆). Thus, the equivalence F restricts to an equiv-
alence of categories
F : Q-mod−−→F(∆),
where, ∆i = F (Si), for i ∈ [1,m].
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The word ditalgebra in the last theorem is an acronym for differential tensor
algebra. Their study was first introduced by the Kiev School in representation
theory and is handled in [4] with the equivalent formulation in terms of boc-
ses. The reader is refered to [1] as a general reference for the terminology not
explained here and for a basic introduction to the subject.
The ditalgebraQ appearing in the last theorem is a special kind of ditalgebra,
a quotient of a directed triangular weak seminested k-ditalgebra, by a triangular
ideal, which will be discussed in the next sections, see §6. The following result
applies to them (see (11.4), for a more complete and precise formulation).
Theorem 1.6. Assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed. Then,
every quotient of a directed triangular seminested weak k-ditalgebra, by a trian-
gular ideal, is either tame or wild, but not both.
2 Interlaced weak ditalgebras and modules
In this section we introduce the notions of “weak ditalgebras A”, of “interlaced
weak ditalgebras (A, I)”, and their “module category (A, I)-Mod”. The first
one is a trivial generalization of the notion of ditalgebra and the second one is
a useful way to handle some special kind of ditalgebras with relations and their
module categories.
Definition 2.1. Given a graded k-algebra T =
⊕
i≥0[T ]i, a differential on T
is a linear map δ : T−−→T such that δ([T ]i) ⊆ [T ]i+1, for all i, and such that
for any homogeneous elements a, b ∈ T , the following Leibniz rule holds:
δ(ab) = δ(a)b + (−1)deg(a)aδ(b).
Definition 2.2. Given a k-algebra A and an A-A-bimodule V , we have the
tensor algebra T = TA(V ) with canonical grading [T ]i = V
⊗i, for i ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Thus, [T ]0 = A and [T ]1 = V . A graded tensor algebra (or t-algebra T ) is a
graded algebra isomorphic to some TA(V ). We often identify them.
A weak ditalgebra A is a pair A = (T, δ), where T is a graded tensor algebra
and δ is a differential on T . A morphism of weak ditalgebras η : A−−→A′ is a
morphism of graded algebras η : T−−→T ′ such that δ′η = ηδ.
A weak ditalgebra (T, δ) is a ditalgebra if moreover δ2 = 0.
Notation 2.3. Given a weak ditalgebra A = (TA(V ), δ), consider for any pair
of A-modules M and N the set U(M,N) defined as the collection of pairs
f = (f0, f1), with f0 ∈ Homk(M,N) and f1 ∈ HomA-A(V,Homk(M,N)) such
that, for any a ∈ A and m ∈M , the following holds
af0[m] = f0[am] + f1(δ(a))[m].
Given f1 ∈ HomA-A(V,Homk(M,N)) and g1 ∈ HomA-A(V,Homk(N,L)), we
consider the morphism g1 ∗ f1 ∈ HomA-A(V ⊗2,Homk(M,L)) defined, for any∑
j uj ⊗ vj ∈ V ⊗A V , by
(g1 ∗ f1)(
∑
j
uj ⊗ vj) =
∑
j
g1(uj)f
1(vj) :M−−→L.
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Lemma 2.4. With the preceding notations, assume that f = (f0, f1) ∈ U(M,N)
and g = (g0, g1) ∈ U(N,L) satisfy that (g1 ∗f1)(δ2(a)) = 0, for any a ∈ A, then
gf := (g0f0, (gf)1) ∈ U(M,L), where
(gf)1(v) := g0f1(v) + g1(v)f0 + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(v)), for v ∈ V.
Proof. For a ∈ A, v ∈ V , and m ∈M , we have
(gf)1(av)[m] = g0f1(av)[m] + g1(av)f0[m] + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(av))[m]
= g0(af1(v))[m] + ag1(v)f0[m] + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(a)v + aδ(v))[m]
= ag0f1(v)[m] + ag1(v)f0[m] + a(g1 ∗ f1)(δ(v))[m]
= a(gf)1(v)[m]
and
(gf)1(va)[m] = g0f1(va)[m] + g1(va)f0[m] + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(va))[m]
= g0(f1(v)a)[m] + (g1(v)a)(f0[m]) + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(v)a− vδ(a))[m]
= g0f1(v)[am] + g1(v)f0[am] + (g1 ∗ f1)(δ(v))[am]
= (((gf)1(v))a)[m],
so (gf)1 is a morphism of A-A-bimodules. Moreover,
a(gf)0[m] = a(g0(f0[m]))
= g0(af0[m]) + g1(δ(a))f0[m]
= g0(f0[am] + f1(δ(a))[m]) + g1(δ(a))f0[m]
= (gf)0[am] + (gf)1(δ(a))[m]− (g1 ∗ f1)(δ2(a))[m]
and, since (g1 ∗ f1)(δ2(a)) = 0, we obtain gf ∈ U(M,L), as claimed.
Definition 2.5. Let A = (T, δ) be a weak ditalgebra, with T = TA(V ), and I
an ideal of A. The weak ditalgebra A is called interlaced with the ideal I iff
1. δ2(A) ⊆ I[T ]2 + V IV + [T ]2I, and
2. δ2(V ) ⊆ I[T ]3 + V I[T ]2 + [T ]2IV + [T ]3I.
The pair (A, I) is called then an interlaced weak ditalgebra.
Proposition 2.6. Assume that (A, I) is an interlaced weak ditalgebra. Then,
we construct a category (A, I)-Mod as follows: The class of objects of (A, I)-Mod
is the class of left A-modules M such that IM = 0; given the A-modules M and
N annihilated by I, the set of morphisms from M to N in (A, I)-Mod is, by
definition, Hom(A,I)(M,N) := U(M,N); finally, given f = (f
0, f1) ∈ U(M,N)
and g = (g0, g1) ∈ U(N,L), their composition gf in this category is defined by
the formulas in (2.4).
If I = 0, then A is a ditalgebra, and (A, 0)-Mod is just A-Mod, as in [1].
Proof. The composition is well defined by Lemma (2.4) and the first condition on
the interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I). Clearly, for eachM ∈ (A, I)-Mod, the pair
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(1M , 0) plays the role of an identity morphism. Let us verify the associativity
of the composition.
Take f ∈ U(M,N), g ∈ U(N,L), and h ∈ U(L,K). It is clear that
(h(gf))0 = ((hg)f)0. Take v ∈ V and write δ(v) =
∑
i viv
′
i, δ(vi) =
∑
j ui,ju
′
i,j ,
and δ(v′i) =
∑
swi,sw
′
i,s, then we have
(h(gf))1(v) = h0(gf)1(v) + h1(v)g0f0 +
∑
i h
1(vi)(gf)
1(v′i)
= h0g0f1(v) + h0g1(v)f0 +
∑
i h
0g1(vi)f
1(v′i) + h
1(v)g0f0
+
∑
i h
1(vi)g
0f1(v′i) +
∑
i h
1(vi)g
1(v′i)f
0 +
∑
i,s h
1(vi)g
1(wi,s)f
1(w′i,s)
and
((hg)f)1(v) = (hg)0f1(v) + (hg)1(v)f0 +
∑
i(hg)
1(vi)f
1(v′i)
= h0g0f1(v) + h0g1(v)f0 + h1(v)g0f0 +
∑
i h
1(vi)g
1(v′i)f
0
+
∑
i h
0g1(vi)f
1(v′i) +
∑
i h
1(vi)g
0f1(v′i) +
∑
i,j h
1(ui,j)g
1(u′i,j)f
1(v′i).
The difference ∆ =
∑
i,j h
1(ui,j)g
1(u′i,j)f
1(v′i) −
∑
i,s h
1(vi)g
1(wi,s)f
1(w′i,s) is
zero because δ2(v) = δ(
∑
i viv
′
i) =
∑
i,j ui,ju
′
i,jv
′
i −
∑
i,s viwi,sw
′
i,s and, by the
second condition on the interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I), we obtain ∆[m] = 0,
for m ∈M .
Given an interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I), we will denote by (A, I)-mod
the full subcategory of (A, I)-Mod formed by its finite dimensional objects.
3 Quotients of weak ditalgebras
In this section, we extend the concept of ideal for ditalgebras to the more general
case of weak ditalgebras and we relate the category (A, I)-Mod, for an interlaced
weak ditalgebra (A, I), to the categoryA/J-Mod of modules over the ditalgebra
A/J , where J is the ideal of A generated by I.
Definition 3.1. Assume that A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra, where T =
TA(V ). An ideal J of A is an ideal J of T such that
1. J ∩ A and J ∩ V generate the ideal J of T ;
2. δ(J) ⊆ J.
In this case, J is a graded ideal of T = TA(V ), and so T/J is a graded k-algebra.
The first condition guarantees that the algebra T/J can be identified with the
tensor algebra TA/(J∩A)(V/(J ∩ V )), see [1](8.4); the second one implies that
δ induces a differential δ on T/J . Thus, the pair A/J := (T/J, δ) is a weak
ditalgebra: the quotient of the weak ditalgebra A by the ideal J . The canonical
projection η : T−−→T/J is a morphism of weak ditalgebras η : A−−→A/J .
Definition 3.2. Let A = (T, δ) be a weak ditalgebra with T = TA(V ). Assume
that I is an ideal of A. Then,
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1. We say that I is an A-triangular ideal of A iff there is a sequence of
k-subspaces
0 = H0 ⊆ H1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ht = I
such that δ(Hi) ⊆ AHi−1V + V Hi−1A, for all i ∈ [1, t].
2. We say that I is an A-balanced ideal of A iff δ(I) ⊆ IV + V I.
Clearly, every A-triangular ideal of A is an A-balanced ideal of A.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra, with T = TA(V ), and
that I is some ideal of A. Consider the A-A-subbimodule IV = IV + δ(I) + V I
of V and assume that we are in one of the following two cases:
1. A is interlaced with the ideal I
2. I is an A-balanced ideal.
Then, the ideal J of T generated by I and IV is an ideal of the weak ditalgebra A.
In particular, I = J∩A and IV = J∩V . If I is A-balanced, then IV = IV +V I.
Proof. By [1](8.3), J is a t-ideal of T . Since δ(I) ⊆ IV ⊆ J and δ2(I) ⊆ J ,
by Leibniz rule, we have δ(IV ) ⊆ J . Then, using again Leibniz rule, we get
δ(J) ⊂ J .
Definition 3.4. In the preceding situation, we say that J is the ideal of the
weak ditalgebra A generated by the ideal I of A.
Remark 3.5. Let A = (T, δ) = (TA(V ), δ) be a weak ditalgebra and I an
ideal of A. Assume that we are in the situation of (3.3) and let J be the ideal
of A generated by this ideal I. Write A = A/I, V := V/(IV + δ(I) + V I)
and consider the canonical morphism π : T−−→TA(V ) induced by the pair of
projections π0 : A−−→A and π1 : V−−→V . Then, from [1](8.4), we obtain an
isomorphism η : TA(V )−−→T/J such that ηπ = η, where η : A−−→A/J is
the canonical projection to the quotient weak ditalgebra A/J . With the help
of this isomorphism, we can transfer the differential of A/J onto a differential
δ on TA(V ). Notice that δ can also be obtained by [1](1.8) from the linear
maps δ0 : A−−→[T ]1 and δ1 : V−−→[T ]2 induced by the composition πδ, when
restricted respectively to A and V . We write A := (T , δ) and we identify it with
A/J .
Lemma 3.6. Let A = (T, δ) = (TA(V ), δ) be a weak ditalgebra interlaced with
some ideal I of A, and let J be the ideal of A generated by this ideal I. Then,
the quotient A/J is a ditalgebra and we have
A/I-Mod
LA/J
−−−−−→ A/J-Mod
Ψ
←−− (A, I)-Mod,
where A/J-Mod is the category of A/J-modules, LA/J is the canonical embed-
ding defined by LA/J(M) = M , for any A/I-module, and LA/J(f
0) = (f0, 0),
for any morphism f0 of A/I-Mod, and Ψ is an isomorphism of categories. The
composition L(A,I) := Ψ
−1LA/J is also called the canonical embedding.
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Proof. Since A is interlaced with I, we have δ2(T ) ⊆ J , thus δ
2
= 0 and A/J
is a ditalgebra.
By definition, Ψ is the identity on objects. It maps a morphism (f0, f1) ∈
U(M,N) onto the pair Ψ(f0, f1) = (f0, f
1
), where f
1
: V−−→Homk(M,N) is
the morphism induced by f1 : V−−→Homk(M,N), which exists because IM = 0
and IN = 0, so f1(IV +δ(I)+V I) = 0. Consider the canonical projections π0 :
A−−→A and π1 : V−−→V and write v := π1(v) for v ∈ V and a = π0(a), for a ∈
A. Then, (f0, f1) ∈ U(M,N) iff af0(m) = f0(am)+f1(δ(a))(m), for a ∈ A and
m ∈M , or, equivalently af0(m) = f0(am)+f
1
(δ(a))(m), for a ∈ A andm ∈M ,
that is iff (f0, f
1
) ∈ HomA/J (M,N). Similarly, given (f
0, f1) ∈ U(M,N) and
(g0, g1) ∈ U(N,L), and v ∈ V with δ(v) =
∑
i viui, the expressions g
0f
1
(v) +
g1(v)f0 +
∑
i g
1(vi)f
1
(ui) and g
0f1(v) + g1(v)f0 +
∑
i g
1(vi)f
1(ui) coincide.
Thus Ψ preserves compositions, and clearly it preserves identities.
Notice that the preceding argument hides an alternative proof, to the one
given before, of the fact that (A, I)-Mod is a category.
Remark 3.7. Assume that A = (TA(V ), δ) is a weak ditalgebra, that I is an
A-balanced ideal of A, and denote by J the ideal of A generated by I. Then,
the following are equivalent statements:
1. A is interlaced with I;
2. δ2(A) ⊆ J and δ2(V ) ⊆ J ;
3. δ2(T ) ⊆ J .
Definition 3.8. A morphism φ : (A, I)−−→(A′, I ′) of interlaced weak ditalge-
bras is a morphism of weak ditalgebras φ : A−−→A′ such that φ(I) ⊆ I ′.
The following is easy to show (see [1](2.4)).
Lemma 3.9. Any morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras φ : (A, I)−−→(A′, I ′)
induces, by restriction, a functor Fφ : (A′, I ′)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod. Consider
the restrictions φ0 : A−−→A′ and φ1 : V−−→V ′ of φ. Then, forM ∈ (A′, I ′)-Mod,
the A-module Fφ(M) is obtained by restriction of scalars through the map φ0;
for f = (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A′,I′)(M,N), we have Fφ(f) = (f
0, f1φ1).
If φ is surjective, then Fφ is faithful. Moreover, if ψ : (A′, I ′)−−→(A′′, I ′′)
is another morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras, then Fψφ = FφFψ.
4 Layered weak ditalgebras
In this section we consider some sufficient conditions on a ditalgebra with re-
lations A˙ = (T˙ , δ˙) which allow us to lift its differential δ˙ to a differential of an
interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) in such a way that A˙ = A/J , where J is the
ideal of A generated by an A-balanced ideal I.
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Definition 4.1. A t-algebra T has layer (R,W ) iff R is a k-algebra and W an
R-R-bimodule equipped with an R-R-bimodule decomposition W0 ⊕W1 such
that W0 ⊆ [T ]0, W1 ⊆ [T ]1, and T is freely generated by the pair (R,W ), see
[1](4.1).
In this case, we have isomorphisms of algebras T ∼= TR(W ) and A ∼= TR(W0),
and an isomorpism of A-A-bimodules V ∼= A⊗RW1⊗RA which we shall consider
as identifications.
A weak ditalgebra A = (T, δ) has layer (R,W ) iff T admits the layer (R,W )
and, moreover, δ(R) = 0.
The following statement can be proved as in [1](4.4).
Lemma 4.2. Assume that T is a t-algebra with layer (R,W ). Suppose that δ0 :
W0−−→[T ]1 and δ1 :W1−−→[T ]2 are morphisms of R-R-bimodules. Then, there
is a unique differential δ : T−−→T , extending δ0 and δ1, such that A = (T, δ) is
a weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ).
Lemma 4.3. Let W0 and W1 be R-R-bimodules, where R is a semisimple k-
algebra, let I be an ideal of A := TR(W0), and make A˙ := A/I. Consider the
canonical projection π : A−−→A˙. Then, the kernel of the morphism
π ⊗ 1⊗ π : A⊗R W1 ⊗R A−−→A˙⊗R W1 ⊗R A˙
is I ⊗R W1 ⊗R A+A⊗R W1 ⊗R I.
Proof. By assumption, we have the exact sequences
0−−→I ⊗R W1 ⊗R A
i⊗1⊗1
−−−−→A⊗R W1 ⊗R A
π⊗1⊗1
−−−−→A˙⊗R W1 ⊗R A−−→0
and
0−−→A˙⊗R W1 ⊗R I
1⊗1⊗i
−−−−→A˙⊗R W1 ⊗R A
1⊗1⊗π
−−−−→A˙⊗R W1 ⊗R A˙−−→0.
Thus, if z ∈ A⊗R W1 ⊗R A is such that (π ⊗ 1⊗ π)[z] = 0, we obtain that
(1⊗ 1⊗ π)(π ⊗ 1⊗ 1)[z] = 0.
Thus, z′ := (π ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1)[z] ∈ A˙ ⊗R W1 ⊗R I ⊆ A˙ ⊗R W1 ⊗R A. Moreover,
the surjective map π ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1I : A ⊗R W1 ⊗R I−−→A˙ ⊗R W1 ⊗R I maps some
z′′ ∈ A⊗R W1 ⊗R I ⊆ A⊗R W1 ⊗R A onto z
′. Therefore, (π ⊗ 1⊗ 1)[z′′] = z′.
Hence, (π⊗ 1⊗ 1)(z− z′′) = z′− z′ = 0, and z′′′ = z− z′′ ∈ I ⊗RW1⊗RA, and
z = z′′′ + z′′ ∈ I ⊗R W1 ⊗R A+A⊗R W1 ⊗R I.
Proposition 4.4. Let W0 and W1 be R-R-bimodules, where R is a semisimple
k-algebra. Make A := TR(W0) and assume that I is an ideal of A. Make
A˙ := A/I, V˙ := A˙⊗RW1 ⊗R A˙, and T˙ := TA˙(V˙ ). Assume that A˙ = (T˙ , δ˙) is a
ditalgebra with δ˙([R+ I]/I) = 0. Then, there is a differential δ : T−−→T , where
T = TA(V ), with V := A⊗R W1 ⊗R A, such that:
1. The pair A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W );
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2. The canonical maps π0 : A−−→A˙ and π1 := π0 ⊗ 1⊗ π0 : V−−→V˙ induce
a morphism of weak ditalgebras π : A−−→A˙;
3. The kernel of π1 is precisely Kerπ1 = IV + V I;
4. The ideal I of A is A-balanced and Kerπ coincides with the ideal J of A
generated by I. The weak ditalgebra A is interlaced with I and A˙ = A/J .
Proof. It is clear that π0 and π1 induce a surjective morphism of k-algebras
π : T−−→T˙ . Since δ˙([R + I]/I) = 0, we obtain that δ˙ is a morphism of R-R-
bimodules. Since k is perfect, R ⊗k R is also semisimple and W0 and W1 are
projective R-R-bimodules. Thus, we have the following commutative diagrams
of R-R-bimodules
W0
π
−−→ A˙yδ0
yδ˙
V
π
−−→ V˙ −−→ 0
W1
π
−−→ V˙yδ1
yδ˙
V ⊗A V
π
−−→ V˙ ⊗A˙ V˙ −−→ 0.
Then, by (4.2), we can extend these maps to a differential δ : T−−→T in such a
way that (1) and (2) are satisfied. Item (3) follows from (4.3). The ideal I of
A is A-balanced because πδ(I) = δ˙π(I) = 0, so δ(I) ⊆ Kerπ1. From (3.3), we
know that J is an ideal of A.
We have A = A/I = A˙ and, by (3), the map π1 induces an isomorphism
π1 : V = V/(IV + V I)−−→V˙ . They determine an isomorphism of graded
algebras π : T = TA(V )−−→T˙ = TA˙(V˙ ). Thus π essentially coincides with the
canonical projection T−−→T/J , once we have made the identification described
in (3.5). Thus, the kernel of π is J and A˙ = A/J . Finally, πδ2(T ) = δ˙2π(T ) = 0,
so δ2(T ) ⊆ J and, from (3.7), A is interlaced with I.
5 Triangular interlaced weak ditalgebras
In this section we give a brief summary of the basic properties of the category
of (A, I)-modules which follow from triangularity conditions on the layer of
(A, I). We transfer terminology and basic properties from the case of triangular
ditalgebras, see [1]§5.
Definition 5.1. Assume thatA = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ).
We say that this layer is triangular if
1. There is a filtration of R-R-subbimodules 0 = W 00 ⊆ W
1
0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ W
r
0 =
W0 such that δ(W
i+1
0 ) ⊆ AiW1Ai, for all i ∈ [0, r − 1], where Ai denotes
the R-subalgebra A generated by W i0 .
2. There is a filtration of R-R-subbimodules 0 = W 01 ⊆ W
1
1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ W
s
1 =
W1 such that δ(W
i+1
1 ) ⊆ AW
i
1AW
i
1A, for all i ∈ [0, s− 1].
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The layer is called additive triangular iff eachW i0 is a direct summand of W
i+1
0 ,
for all i. A is called additive triangular if it has an additive triangular layer.
Definition 5.2. Assume that (A, I) is an interlaced weak ditalgebra with layer
(R,W ), then (A, I) is called a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra iff (R,W ) is
triangular, as in last definition, and I is an A-triangular ideal of A, as in (3.2).
Proposition 5.3. Let (A, I) be a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with
layer (R,W ) and adopt the notation of (5.1). Assume that, for all i ∈ [1, r], the
algebra Ai is freely generated by the pair (R,W
i
0) and that the product map
Ai ⊗R W1 ⊗R Ai−−→AiW1Ai
is an isomorphism (this is the case, for instance, if the layer of A is additive
triangular). Suppose that M and N are R-modules, f0 ∈ HomR(M,N) is an
isomorphism, and f1 ∈ HomR-R(W1,Homk(M,N)). Then,
1. If N is an A-module with underlying R-module N and IN = 0, then there
is an A-module structure on M , with underlying R-module M , such that
IM = 0 and (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A,I)(M,N).
2. If M is an A-module with underlying R-module M and IM = 0, then
there is an A-module structure on N , with underlying R-module N , such
that IN = 0 and (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A,I)(M,N).
Proof. This is similar to the proof of [1](5.3). For instance, for (1) we take a
morphism of R-modules g0 : N−−→M with f0g0 = 1N . Using the triangular
filtration ofW0, we construct inductively morphisms φj : W
j
0 ⊗RM−−→M of R-
modules satisfying φj(w⊗m) = g0[wf0(m)]−g0[f1(δ(w))(m)], for w ∈W
j
0 and
m ∈M , where the extension of f1 to a morphismAj−1W1Aj−1−−→Homk(M,N)
is denoted with the same symbol f1. Then, φr gives to M a structure of A-
module and from its recipe we derive the formula
f0(wm) = f0g0(wf0(m)− f1(δ(w))[m]) = wf0(m)− f1(δ(w))[m],
for any w ∈ W0. Then the same identity holds for w ∈ A.
Now, adopt the notation of (3.2). So, given a1 ∈ H1, we get f0[a1m] =
a1f
0[m] − f1(0)[m] = 0, and the injectivity of f0 implies that a1m = 0. If
we assume that ajm = 0, for aj ∈ Hj and m ∈ M , then for aj+1 ∈ Hj+1
we have f0(aj+1m) = aj+1f
0(m) − f1(δ(aj+1))[m] = 0, because δ(aj+1) ∈
AHjV + V HjA. Thus, IM = 0.
Definition 5.4. A triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) is called a Roiter
interlaced weak ditalgebra iff the following property is satisfied: for any isomor-
phism f0 of R-modules f0 :M−−→N and any f1 ∈ HomR-R(W1,Homk(M,N)),
if one of M or N has a structure of left A/I-module, then the other one admits
also a structure of left A/I-module such that (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A,I)(M,N).
The following three statements, and their proofs, are similar to (5.7), (5.8),
and (5.12) of [1].
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Proposition 5.5. Let (A, I) be a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra with layer
(R,W ). Suppose that f = (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A,I)(M,N). Then,
1. If f0 is a retraction in R-Mod, then there is a morphism h :M ′−−→M in
(A, I)-Mod such that h0 is an isomorphism and (fh)1 = 0;
2. If f0 is a section in R-Mod, then there is a morphism g : N−−→N ′ in
(A, I)-Mod such that g0 is an isomorphism and (gf)1 = 0.
Corollary 5.6. Let (A, I) be a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra and suppose
that f is a morphism in (A, I)-Mod. Then, f is an isomorphism if and only if
f0 is bijective.
Proposition 5.7. Let (A, I) be a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra, then idem-
potents split in (A, I)-Mod. That is, for any idempotent e ∈ End(A,I)(M), there
is an isomorphism h :M1 ⊕M2−−→M in (A, I)-Mod such that
h−1eh =
(
1M1 0
0 0
)
.
6 Directed interlaced weak ditalgebras
In this section we introduce the notion of a directed interlaced weak ditalgebra.
The module category of the associated quotient corresponds, according with
Koenig, Ku¨lshammer, and Ovsienko in [4], to categories of filtered by standard
modules over hereditary algebras.
Definition 6.1. An elementary bigraph B is a triple B = (P ,B0,B1) formed by
a finite set P = {1, . . . , n} of points, a finite set B0 of full arrows, and a finite
set B1 of dashed arrows. Each arrow α ∈ B0 ∪B1 has a starting point s(α) ∈ P
and a terminal point t(α) ∈ P . An elementary bigraph B is called directed iff it
admits no oriented (non-trivial) cycle (composed by any kind of arrows).
Given an elementary bigraph B with n points, we consider the k-algebra R
defined as the product R := k × k × · · · × k of n copies of the ground field k.
Denote by ei the idempotent of R with 1 in its i
th coordinate and 0 in the others.
Then, we consider the vector spaceW0 (resp. W1) as the vector space with basis
B0 (resp. B1). Make W := W0 ⊕W1. If we define ejαei = δi,s(α)δt(α),jα, we
get a natural structure of R-R-bimodule on the space W , and W = W0 ⊕W1
is an R-R-bimodule decomposition. Then, we have the t-algebra T = TR(W ),
with [T ]0 = TR(W0) and [T ]1 = [T ]0W1[T ]0, which is called the t-algebra of the
elementary bigraph B.
Notice that T can be identified with the path algebra kB of the bigraph
B, with underlying vector space with basis the set of paths (of any kind of
arrows) of B (including one trivial path for each point i ∈ P). Each centrally
primitive idempotent ei of R is identified with the trivial path at the point i.
The homogeneous elements [kB]u of degree u are the linear combinations of
paths containing exactly u dashed arrows.
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Lemma 6.2. Let T be the t-algebra of a directed elementary bigraph B. Assume
that δ is a differential on T such that A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra. Suppose
that I is an A-balanced ideal of A = [T ]0 such that A is interlaced with I. Then,
(A, I) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra.
Proof. (1): We first show that the layer (R,W ) of T is triangular. Since B is
directed, the relation on its set of points P = {1, . . . , n} defined by i ≤ j iff
there is a path from i to j is a partial order.
Now consider the following height map h : P−−→N ∪ {0}. By definition,
h(i) = 0 for any minimal point i in the preceding partial order; for a non-
minimal point i, consider its predecessors i1, . . . , it and define
h(i) := max{h(i1), . . . , h(it)}+ 1.
Clearly, for any arrow α, we have that h(t(α)) > h(s(α)).
For any arrow α ∈ B0 ∪ B1, define d(α) := h(t(α)) − h(s(α)), then, for
any path γ = αmαm−1 · · ·α2α1, composed by the arrows α1, . . . , αm, we define
d(γ) :=
∑m
i=1 h(αi) = h(t(αm))− h(s(α1)).
Then if γ = ejγei, we have the following increasing sequence in the poset P
i = s(α1) < t(α1) = s(α2) < t(α2) · · · t(αm−1) = s(αm) < t(αm) = j.
Thus, we have the same strictly increasing ordering of their images after applying
the height map h. This implies the following.
Claim: Whenever γ = γ′γ′′γ′′′ is a factorization of the path γ as a product of
subpaths, where at most one of them is trivial, then d(γ) = h(j)− h(i) > d(η),
where η ∈ {γ′, γ′′, γ′′′} is non trivial.
Now, for r ∈ [0, 1], consider the vector subspacesW tr of Wr generated by the
arrows α ∈ Br with d(α) ≤ t. We get R-R-bimodule filtrations of W0 and W1.
Given α ∈ ejW t0ei, its differential δ(α) is a linear combination of paths γ
with starting point i and ending point j and with exactly one dashed arrow in
it; say γ = γ′βγ′′ where β is a dashed arrow. From the claim, we have that
δ(W t0) ⊆ At−1W1At−1. Similarly, we have that δ(W
t
1) ⊆ AW
t−1
1 AW
t−1
1 A, so A
is a triangular weak ditalgebra.
(2): Now, we show that the ideal I such that δ(I) ⊆ IV + V I is A-triangular.
Since B is directed, the relation on its set of points P = {1, . . . , n} defined
before is a partial order. Now consider the following relation on S := P × P :
by definition, (i, j) ≤ (i′, j′) iff i′ ≤ i and j ≤ j′. With this relation, the set S
becomes a poset.
Now, consider the corresponding height map hˆ : S−−→N∪{0}. By definition,
hˆ(i, j) = 0 for any minimal pair (i, j) in the preceding partial order; for a
non-minimal pair (i, j), consider its predecessors (i1, j1), . . . , (it, jt) and define
hˆ(i, j) := max{hˆ(i1, j1), . . . , hˆ(it, jt)}+1. Thus, (i, j) < (i′, j′) implies hˆ(i, j) <
hˆ(i′, j′). Now, for each u, consider the subset Su := {(i, j) ∈ S | hˆ(i, j) ≤ u}.
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This defines a set filtration
S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sℓ = S.
Now, take Ht :=
∑
(i,j)∈St
ejIei, for t ∈ [1, ℓ]. This determines a vector
space filtration of I. In order to show that δ(Ht) ⊆ AHt−1V + V Ht−1A, it
is enough to show that δ(ejIei) ⊆ AHt−1V + V Ht−1A, for (i, j) ∈ St. Given
a ∈ ejIei, by assumption,
δ(a) ∈ ej(IV + V I)ei = ejIV ei + ejV Iei
=
∑
p ejIepV ei +
∑
q ejV eqIei.
Given x =
∑
r,p ejgrepvrei ∈
∑
p ejIepV ei, if the summand ejgrepvrei is not
zero, then i < p, thus (p, j) < (i, j) and (p, j) ∈ St−1. Thus, x ∈ AHt−1V .
Similarly, given y =
∑
r,q ejvreqgrei ∈
∑
q ejV eqIei, if the summand ejvreqgrei
is not zero, then i < q, thus (q, j) < (i, j) and (q, j) ∈ St−1. Thus y ∈ VHt−1A.
Definition 6.3. A triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) will be called
directed iff the underlying t-algebra T of A = (T, δ) is the t-algebra of some
directed elementary bigraph.
Notice that, by (5.3), any directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A, I) is a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra.
Corollary 6.4. Let T = TR(W0 ⊕ W1) be the t-algebra associated to some
directed elementary bigraph B. Let I be an ideal of A = TR(W0) and make
A˙ = TR(W0)/I. Suppose that A˙ = (T˙ , δ˙) is a ditalgebra with T˙ = TA˙(V˙ ), where
V˙ = A˙ ⊗R W1 ⊗R A˙ and δ˙([R + I]/I) = 0. Then, there is a differential δ
on T such that (A, I) is a directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra, where
A = (T, δ) and has layer (R,W ). Moreover, the canonical projection π : T−−→T˙
determines a morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras π : (A, I)−−→(A˙, 0). It
induces an equivalence of categories
Fπ : (A˙, 0)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
Proof. It follows from (4.4), (3.6), and the preceding result. If J denotes the
ideal of A generated by I, we have A˙ = A/J and Ψ is a quasi-inverse for the
functor Fπ .
Remark 6.5. Given a finite dimensional quasi-hereditary algebra Λ, the au-
thors of [4] construct a bocs B such that B-mod ≃ F(∆). This bocs B =
(B,U, µ, ǫ) is constructed in (7.6) and (8.1) of [4], see also §4.5 and §4.6 of
[5]. There, if V˙ denotes the kernel of the bocs, there is a tensor algebra
TR(W0 ⊕W1) of a directed elementary bigraph B, as described in (6.1), such
that B = TR(W0)/I, for some ideal I of TR(W0), and V˙ = B ⊗R W1 ⊗R B.
Moreover, the bocs B is “normal” as defined in [5](4.27), so there is a sequence
w1, . . . , wn ∈ U such that wi ∈ eiUei, ǫ(wi) = ei, and µ(wi) = wi ⊗ wi, for
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all i ∈ [1, n]. Then, w :=
∑n
i=1 wi ∈ U is a group-like for B in the sense
of [1](3.1), which simply means that ǫ(w) = 1 and µ(w) = w ⊗ w. The di-
talgebra A˙ = (T˙ , δ˙), where T˙ = TB(V˙ ), which corresponds to B as in [1]§3,
has a differential δ˙ : T˙−−→T˙ satisfying δ˙(b) = bw − wb, for b ∈ B, and
δ˙(v) = µ(v) − w ⊗ v − v ⊗ w, for v ∈ V˙ . Since rw = wr, for all r ∈ R,
we obtain that δ˙([R + I]/I) = 0, as required in the assumptions of the last
corollary.
7 Reductions and wildness
In this section, we adapt standard reductions for ditalgebras, as presented in
[1], to the case of triangular interlaced weak ditalgebras. By the end of this
section, we relate them to the notion of wildness.
Lemma 7.1. Let (A, I) be a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra, where A =
(T, δ) admits the triangular layer (R,W ). Assume that we have a surjective
morphism of k-algebras φ• : R−−→R′, R′-R′-bimodules W ′0 and W
′
1; and surjec-
tive morphisms of R-R-bimodules φr : Wr−−→W ′r, for r ∈ {0, 1}. Consider the
layered t-algebra T ′ := TR′(W
′
0 ⊕W
′
1), and A
′ := TR′(W
′
0) which is identified
with [T ′]0 and V
′ := A′ ⊗R′ W ′1 ⊗R′ A
′, which is identified with [T ′]1. Consider
also the morphism of graded k-algebras φ : T−−→T ′ determined by φ•, φ0, and
φ1. Finally, assume that we have commutative diagrams
W0
δ
−−→ Vyφ0
yφ|V
W ′0
δ′0−−→ V ′
W1
δ
−−→ [T ]2yφ1
yφ|[T ]2
W ′0
δ′1−−→ [T ′]2
where δ′0 and δ
′
1 are morphisms of R
′-R′-bimodules. Then,
1. There is a differential δ′ : T ′−−→T ′ extending δ′0 and δ
′
1 with δ
′φ = φδ;
2. A′ = (T ′, δ′) is a weak ditalgebra interlaced with the ideal I ′ := φ(I) of A′;
3. (A′, I ′) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with triangular layer
(R′,W ′0 ⊕W
′
1);
4. φ : (A, I)−−→(A′, I ′) is a morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras and the
induced functor Fφ : (A′, I ′)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod is faithful and preserves
dimension;
5. The image of Fφ consists of the modules in (A, I)-Mod annihilated by the
ideal K0 := Ker(φA : A−−→A′) of A;
6. Make K1 := Ker(φV : V−−→V ′) and assume that K1 = K0V + V K0 +
δ(K0), then the functor Fφ is full;
7. If K = Kerφ, K0 = KerφA, and K1 = KerφV , as before, we have:
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(a) If Kerφ•W0 +W0Kerφ• ⊆ K0, then K0 = AKerφ•A+AKerφ0A;
(b) If Kerφ•W +WKerφ• ⊆ Kerφ0 +Kerφ1, then
K = TKerφ•T + TKerφ0T + TKerφ1T,
and the ideal K of T is generated by K0 and K1.
Proof. The existence of φ follows from the universal property of the tensor
algebra T . (1) follows from (4.2) and Leibniz rule. (2): Since I is triangular, it
generates an ideal J of A, using the surjectivity of φ, we get that φ(I) generates
the ideal φ(J) of A′. Thus (δ′)2(T ′) = φ(δ2(T )) ⊆ φ(J), and A′ is interlaced
with I ′. (3): It is easy to see that the image under φ of the filtrations provided
by the triangularity of the layer (R,W0 ⊕W1) of A give triangular filtrations
for the layer (R′,W ′0 ⊕W
′
1) of A
′. Similarly, the image under φ of the filtration
provided by the A-triangularity of the ideal I gives an A′-triangular filtration
for I ′. (4): Clearly, Fφ is faithful and preseves dimension.
(5) Notice that for M ∈ (A′, I ′)-Mod, we have K0Fφ(M) = 0. If N ∈
(A, I)-Mod is such that K0N = 0, then N has a canonical structure of A
′-
module, let us denote such A′-module by N ′, thus N is the A-module obtained
from N ′ by restriction through φ : A−−→A′. Moreover, I ′N ′ = 0 because
IN = 0 and I ′ = φ(I), thus Fφ(N
′) = N .
(6) Assume that (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(A,I)(Fφ(M), Fφ(N)). Take a ∈ K0, then
from the identity af0(m) = f0(am) + f1(δ(a))[m] for each m ∈ M , we get
f1(δ(a)) = 0. Thus f1(K0V + VK0 + δ(K0)) = 0. The morphism of A-
A-bimodules f1 : V−−→Homk(Fφ(M), Fφ(N)) induces a morphism of A-A-
bimodules f
1
: V/(K0V + V K0 + δ(K0))−−→Homk(M,N). Let us denote by
φˆ : V/(K0V + V K0 + δ(K0))−−→V ′ the isomorphism given by our assump-
tion on K1. Thus, g
1 := f
1
φˆ−1 : V ′−−→Homk(Fφ(M), Fφ(N)) is a mor-
phism of A-A-bimodules, which is also a morphism of A′-A′-bimodules g1 :
V ′−−→Homk(M,N) with g1φV = f1. Given a ∈ A, we have
φ(a)f0(m) = af0(m) = f0(am) + f1(δ(a))[m]
= f0(φ(a)m) + g1(φ(δ(a)))[m]
= f0(φ(a)m) + g1(δ′(φ(a)))[m].
Thus (f0, g1) ∈ Hom(A′,I′)(M,N) and Fφ(f
0, g1) = (f0, f1).
(7): We know that Kerφ• is an ideal of R and Kerφ0 is an R-R-subbimodule
of W0. Assume that Kerφ•W0 +W0Kerφ• ⊆ Kerφ0. Then, by [1](8.3), N0 :=
AKerφ•A+ AKerφ0A is an ideal of A = TR(W0) which is (R,W0)-compatible.
Then, by [1](8.4), we have a commutative square
A
νA−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A/N0
‖
yφA
TR(W0)
φA
−−→ A′ = TR′(W ′0) ∼= TR/Kerφ•(W0/Kerφ0),
where νA is the canonical projection and φA is an isomorphism. So N0 = K0.
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Similarly, under the assumptions of (b), N := TKerφ•T + TKer[φ0 ⊕ φ1]T
is an ideal of T = TR(W ) which is (R,W )-compatible. Then, we have a com-
mutative square
T
νT−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T/N
‖
yφ
TR(W )
φ
−−→ TR′(W ′) ∼= TR/Kerφ•([W0 ⊕W1]/Ker[φ0 ⊕ φ1]),
where φ is an isomorphism. So N = K. From [1](8.14), K is generated by K0
and K1.
Proposition 7.2 (deletion of idempotents). Assume that (A, I) is a triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ). Assume that e ∈ R is a cen-
tral idempotent of R. Consider the canonical projections φ• : R−−→eRe, and
φr : Wr−−→eWre, for r ∈ [0, 1]. Make T d := TeRe(eWe). As in the first para-
graph of the last Lemma, we have a morphism of graded k-algebras φ : T−−→T d
and we have the ideal Id = φ(I) of Ad. Then, there is a triangular interlaced
weak ditalgebra (Ad, Id) with layer (Rd,W d) where Rd = eRe, W d0 = eW0e, and
W d1 = eW1e. The morphism φ : (A, I)−−→(A
d, Id) of interlaced weak ditalge-
bras induces a full and faithful functor F d := Fφ : (Ad, Id)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
whose image consists of the objects annihilated by 1− e.
Proof. We can identify W dr with Wr/((1 − e)Wr +Wr(1 − e)), for r ∈ [0, 1].
Since δ is a morphism of R-R-bimodules, there are commutative diagrams
W0
δ
−−→ A⊗R W1 ⊗R A
φ0
y
yφ
W d0
δd0−−→ Ad ⊗Rd W
d
1 ⊗Rd A
d
W1
δ
−−→ A⊗R W1 ⊗R A⊗R W1 ⊗R A
φ1
y
yφ
W d1
δd1−−→ Ad ⊗Rd W
d
1 ⊗Rd A
d ⊗Rd W
d
1 ⊗Rd A
d
indeed φδ[(1 − e)Wr + Wr(1 − e)] = 0, for r ∈ [0, 1]. Then, from (7.1), we
have a differential δd : T d−−→T d such that Ad = (T d, δd) is a weak ditalgebra
with layer (Rd,W d), and φ : (A, I)−−→(Ad, Id) is a morphism of triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebras. Moreover,M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is annihilated by K0 =
Kerφ|A = A(1 − e)A iff (1 − e)M = 0. Recall that K1 = Ker(φ|V : V−−→V
d).
Since δ(K0) ⊆ K0V + V K0, by (3.3), the ideal J of T generated by K0 and
K0V + V K0 is an ideal of A. But, from (7.1)(7), we get K = Kerφ = J , so
K1 = K ∩ V = K0V + V K0, and again from the last Lemma, Fφ is full and
faithful.
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Proposition 7.3 (regularization). Assume that (A, I) is a triangular interlaced
weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ). Assume that we have R-R-bimodule decompo-
sitionsW0 =W
′
0⊕W
′′
0 andW1 = δ(W
′
0)⊕W
′′
1 , makeW
′′ :=W ′′0 ⊕W
′′
1 . Consider
the identity map φ• : R−−→R, the canonical projections φj : Wj−−→W ′′j , for
j ∈ [0, 1], and the tensor algebra T r = TR(W
′′). Hence, we have a morphism
of graded algebras φ : T−−→T r and the ideal Ir = φ(I) of Ar. Then, there
is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ar , Ir) with layer (Rr,W r), where
Rr = R, W r0 = W
′′
0 , and W
r
1 = W
′′
1 . The morphism φ : (A, I)−−→(A
r, Ir)
of interlaced weak ditalgebras induces a full and faithful functor F r := Fφ :
(Ar, Ir)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod. Moreover, if (A, I) is a Roiter interlaced weak
ditalgebra, then M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is isomorphic to an object in the image of F r
iff Ker δ∩W ′0 annihilates M . In particular, if this intersection is zero, F
r is an
equivalence of categories.
Proof. It is clear that the morphisms δ′0 := φ|V δ|W ′′0 : W
′′
0 −−→V
r and δ′1 :=
φ|[T ]2δ|W ′′1 : W
′′
1 −−→[T
r]2 provide commutative squares as in the statement
of (7.1), so we can apply this result to obtain a differential δr on T r such
that φ : (A, I)−−→(Ar , Ir) is a morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras and
Ar admits the layer (R,W r). Moreover, we know that the induced functor
F r : (Ar, Ir)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod is faithful.
Here, the kernel of φ|A : A−−→A
r is K0 = AW
′
0A. From (7.1)(7), we know
that K = Kerφ = TW ′0T + Tδ(W
′
0)T . By (3.3), the ideal J of T generated
by K0 and K0V + δ(K0) + V K0 is an ideal of A. Since K = J , the kernel of
φ|V : V−−→V
r is K1 = K ∩ V = K0V + δ(K0) + V K0. From (7.1), we obtain
that F r is a full functor.
Finally, take M ∈ (A, I)-Mod such that (Ker δ ∩ W ′0)M = 0. Consider
the action map ψ ∈ HomR-R(W0,Homk(M,M)) of W0 on the A-module M
and denote by ψ′ its restriction to W ′0. The condition on M implies that
we can factor ψ′ through δ, so there is a morphism of R-R-bimodules f11 :
δ(W ′0)−−→Homk(M,M) such that ψ
′ = f11 δ. Consider the morphism of R-R-
bimodules f1 := (f11 , 0) : δ(W
′
0) ⊕W
′′
1 −−→Homk(M,M). If (A, I) is a Roiter
interlaced weak ditalgebra, we obtain an isomorphism (1M , f
1) : M−−→M in
(A, I)-Mod. We claim that M is in the image of F r. In order to apply (7.1)(5),
we want to show that M is annihilated by K0, or equivalently by W
′
0, and is
therefore in the image of F r. Take w ∈ W ′0, m ∈ M , and denote by w ·m the
action corresponding to the structure of the A-module M , then
w ·m = wm− f1(δ(w))[m] = wm− f11 (δ(w))[m] = wm− wm = 0.
Lemma 7.4 (factoring out a direct summand ofW0). Let (A, I) be a triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra, where A = (T, δ) admits the triangular layer (R,W ).
Assume that there is a decomposition of R-R-bimodules W0 = W
′
0 ⊕W
′′
0 , such
that W ′0 ⊆ I and δ(W
′
0) ⊆ AW
′
0V + VW
′
0A. Make T
q = TR(W
q), where W q0 =
W ′′0 , W
q
1 = W1, and W
q = W q0 ⊕W
q
1 . Then, there is a differential δ
q on T q
such that Aq := (T q, δq) is a weak ditalgebra with triangular layer (R,W q). The
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t-algebra Aq = TR(W
′′
0 ) can be identified with the quotient algebra A/I
′, where
I ′ = AW ′0A is the graded ideal of A generated by W
′
0, so we can consider I
q :=
I/I ′ as an ideal of Aq. Then (Aq , Iq) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra,
and there is a morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras φ : (A, I)−−→(Aq , Iq),
with φ(I) = Iq, which induces an equivalence of categories
F q := Fφ : (A
q, Iq)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
Proof. Consider the identity map φ• : R−−→R, the canonical projection φ0 :
W0−−→W
q
0 , the identity map φ1 : W1−−→W
q
1 , and the induced morphism
of graded algebras φ : T−−→T q. Consider the algebras A = TR(W0) and
Aq = TR(W
′′
0 ), and the A-A-bimodules V = [T ]1 = AW1A and V
q = [T q]1 =
AqW1A
q. Then, we have commutative squares
W0
δ
−−→ Vyφ0
yφ|V
W q0
δq0−−→ V q
W1
δ
−−→ [T ]2yφ1
yφ|[T ]2
W q1
δq1−−→ [T q]2
where δ is the differential of A, and δq0 := φ|V δ|W q0 and δ
q
1 = φ|[T ]2δ|W q1 are
morphisms of R-R-bimodules. Then we can apply (7.1) to this situation to
obtain a differential δq on T q such that φ : (A, I)−−→(Aq, Iq) is a morphism of
interlaced weak ditalgebras, where Iq = φ(I), and (Aq, Iq) admits the triangular
layer (R,W q). Moreover, we have and induced faithful functor
F q := Fφ : (A
q, Iq)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
Using the definition of φ, by (7.1)(7), we find that the kernel of the restriction
φ|A : A−−→A
q is K0 = I
′, and that the kernel of φ : T = TR(W )−−→TR(W q) =
T q is the ideal K of T generated by W ′0. Our assumption on δ(W
′
0) implies
that δ(I ′) ⊆ I ′V + V I ′. Thus the ideal K coincides with the ideal J ′ of T
generated by I ′ and I ′V + V I ′. This implies, see (3.3), that K0 = K ∩ A = I ′
and K1 = K ∩ V = I ′V + V I ′, where K1 is the kernel of the restriction map
φ|V : V−−→V
q. Therefore, by (7.1)(5,6), the functor F q is full and dense.
Lemma 7.5 (absorption). Let (A, I) be a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra,
where A = (T, δ) admits the triangular layer (R,W ). Assume that there is a
decomposition of R-R-bimodules W0 =W
′
0⊕W
′′
0 with δ(W
′
0) = 0. Then, we can
consider another layer (Ra,W a) for the same weak ditalgebra A, where Ra is
the subalgebra of T generated by R and W ′0, thus we can identify it with TR(W
′
0),
W a0 = R
aW ′′0 R
a, and W a1 = R
aW1R
a. We denote by Aa the same ditalgebra
A equipped with its new layer (Ra,W a); in particular, we have δa = δ. We
say that Aa is obtained from A by absorption of the bimodule W ′0. The layer
(Ra,W a) is triangular and we obtain a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
(Aa, Ia), with Ia = I. The identity is a morphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras
φ : (A, I)−−→(Aa, Ia), which induces an isomorphism of categories
F a := Fφ : (A
a, Ia)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
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Proof. It is easy to show, see [1](8.20).
In [1]§12, the construction of a new ditalgebra AX , for a given ditalgebra A
and an admissible module X is detailed. The following statement claim is that,
given a layered weak ditalgebra A = (T, δ), the construction of a layered weak
ditalgebra AX can be made in a very similar way. We reproduce here its main
constituents for terminology and precision purposes, and we restrict a little the
generality of the construction in [1] for the sake of simplicity.
Proposition 7.6. Assume that A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra with layer
(R,W ) such that there is an R-R-bimodule decomposition W0 =W
′
0 ⊕W
′′
0 with
δ(W ′0) = 0. Suppose that X is an admissible B-module, where B = TR(W
′
0).
This means that the algebra Γ = EndB(X)
op admits a splitting Γ = S⊕P , where
S is a subalgebra of Γ, P is an ideal of Γ, the direct sum is an S-S-bimodule
decomposition of Γ, and the right S-modules X and P are finitely generated
projective.
By (xi, νi)i∈I and (pj , γj)j∈J we denote finite dual basis of the right S-
modules X and P , respectively.
There is a comultiplication µ : P ∗−−→P ∗⊗SP ∗ induced by the multiplication
of P , which is coassociative (see [1](11.7)). For γ ∈ P ∗, we have
µ(γ) =
∑
i,j∈J
γ(pipj)γj ⊗ γi.
The action of P on X induces (see [1](11.11)) a morphism of S-R-bimodules
λ : X∗−−→P ∗⊗SX∗ and a morphism of R-S-bimodules ρ : X−−→X⊗S P ∗ with
λ(ν) =
∑
i∈I,j∈J
ν(xipj)γj ⊗ νi and ρ(x) =
∑
j∈J
xpj ⊗ γj .
Make W 0 = BW
′′
0 B and W 1 = BW1B. Recall that we can identify A =
TR(W0) with TB(W 0) and T with TB(W ), where W =W 0⊕W 1, see [1](12.2).
We have the S-S-bimodules
WX0 = X
∗ ⊗B W 0 ⊗B X = X
∗ ⊗R W ′′0 ⊗R X
WX1 = (X
∗ ⊗B W 1 ⊗B X)⊕ P
∗ = (X∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P ∗.
Consider the tensor algebra TX = TS(W
X), whereWX =WX0 ⊕W
X
1 . Following
[1](12.8), observe that for ν ∈ X∗ and x ∈ X, there is a linear map
σν,x : T−−→T
X
such that σν,x(b) = ν(bx), for b ∈ B, and given w1, w2, . . . , wn ∈ W , we have
σν,x(w1w2 · · ·wn) is given by∑
i1,i2,...,in−1
ν⊗w1⊗xi1 ⊗ νi1 ⊗w2⊗xi2 ⊗ νi2 ⊗w3⊗ · · ·⊗xin−1 ⊗ νin−1 ⊗wn⊗x.
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There is a differential δX on TX determined by δX(γ) = µ(γ), for γ ∈ P ∗ and
δX(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x) = λ(ν) ⊗ w ⊗ x+ σν,x(δ(w)) + (−1)
degw+1ν ⊗ w ⊗ ρ(x),
for w ∈W 0 ∪W 1, ν ∈ X
∗, and x ∈ X.
Then, AX = (TX , δX) is a weak ditalgebra. If the layer (R,W ) of A is
triangular and X is a triangular admissible B-module, as in [1](14.6), then the
layer (S,WX) of AX is also triangular.
Proof. This is similar to the first steps in the proof of [1](12.9). For the trian-
gularity statement, choose appropriate dual basis for X and P as in [1](14.7)
and then follow the proof of [1](14.10), where we can assume that W ′0 belongs
to the triangular filtration of W0, so B is an initial subalgebra of A.
Proposition 7.7 (reduction with an admissible module). Assume that (A, I)
is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra, where A = (T, δ) is a weak ditalgebra
with layer (R,W ) such that there is an R-R-bimodule decomposition W0 =
W ′0⊕W
′′
0 with δ(W
′
0) = 0. Suppose that X is a triangular admissible B-module,
where B = TR(W
′
0). As usual, denote by A
X = [TX ]0. Consider the ideal I
X
of AX generated by the elements σν,x(h), for ν ∈ X
∗, h ∈ I, and x ∈ X. Then,
1. (AX , IX) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra;
2. There is a functor FX : (AX , IX)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod such that for M ∈
(AX , IX)-Mod, the underlying B-module of FX(M) is X ⊗S M and
a · (x ⊗m) =
∑
i
xi ⊗ σνi,x(a)m,
for a ∈ A, x ∈ X, and m ∈ M . Given a morphism f = (f0, f1) ∈
Hom(AX ,IX)(M,N), we have F
X(f) = (FX(f)0, FX(f)1) given by
FX(f)0[x⊗m] = x⊗ f0(m) +
∑
j xpj ⊗ f
1(γj)[m]
FX(f)1(v)[x⊗m] =
∑
i xi ⊗ f
1(σνi,x(v))[m]
for v ∈ V , x ∈ X, and m ∈M .
3. There is a constant cX ∈ N such that, for any N ∈ (AX , IX)-mod, we
have
dimk F
X(N) ≤ cX dimkN.
4. For any M ∈ (A, I)-Mod which is isomorphic as a B-module to some B-
module of the form X ⊗S N , for some N ∈ S-Mod, we have M ∼= FX(N)
in (A, I)-Mod, for some N ∈ (AX , IX)-Mod.
Proof. We choose appropriate dual basis for the right S-modules P and X as
in [1](14.7).
(1): We show first that IX is an AX -triangular ideal. By assumption, we have
a vector space filtration
0 = H0 ⊆ H1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Hℓ = I
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such that δ(Hi) ⊆ AHi−1V + V Hi−1A, for each i ∈ [1, ℓ]. Then, we have the
vector space filtration
0 = HX0 ⊆ H
X
1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ H
X
2ℓX (ℓ+1)
= IX
where each space HXm is generated by the set
{σν,x(h) | ν ∈ X
∗, h ∈ I, x ∈ X, with Ih(ν) + 2ℓXIh(h) + Ih(x) ≤ m},
where the heights are taken relative to the filtrations of X∗, I, and X . Then,
we can see that the computations of [1]§14 also verify that the filtration of IX
makes IX an AX -triangular ideal. See also the solution to Exercise [1](14.11).
In order to see that AX is interlaced with IX , we need to show the inclusion
(δX)2(TX) ⊆ JX , where JX is the ideal of AX generated by IX . For this, it will
be enough to show that (δX)2(WX0 ) ⊆ J
X and (δX)2(WX1 ) ⊆ J
X . Equivalently,
we need to show that (δX)2(σν,x(w)) ∈ JX , for any ν ∈ X∗, w ∈W 0 ∪W 1, and
x ∈ X ; and that (δX)2(γ) ∈ JX , for any γ ∈ P ∗. The argument is essentially
contained in the proof of [1](12.9), where, under the assumption δ2 = 0 it is
proved that (δX)2 = 0. In our situation here, it is again easy to see that
(δX)2(γ) = 0, for γ ∈ P ∗, so we look at the other case, where we have to
calculate (δX)2(σν,x(w)). The same computations given there, show that
(δX)2(σν,x(w)) = σν,x(δ
2(w)).
Since δ2(w) ∈ J , where J is the ideal of A generated by I, from [1](12.8)(3),
we obtain σν,x(δ
2(w)) ∈ σν,x(I[T ]2 + V IV + [T ]2I) ⊆ IX [TX ]2 + V XIXV X +
[TX ]2I
X , for w ∈ W 0, and σν,x(δ
2(w)) ∈ σν,x(I[T ]3+V I[T ]2+[T ]2IV +[T ]3I) ⊆
IX [TX ]3 + V
XIX [TX ]2 + [T
X ]2I
XV X + [TX ]3I
X), for w ∈W 1.
(2): For the existence of FX : (AX , IX)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod, we need to have
in mind the construction of the functor FX in [1](12.10), where given an AX -
module M , a structure of an A-module can be defined on X⊗SM by the recipe
a · (x⊗m) =
∑
i
xi ⊗ σνi,x(a) ∗m
for a ∈ A, x ∈ X , and m ∈M . From this formula, we get that IXM = 0 implies
that I(X⊗SM) = 0. Then, the computations in the proof of [1](12.10) show that
there is a functor FX : (AX , IX)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod, with FX(M) = X⊗SM .
(3): Denote by cX the cardinality of the dual basis of the right S-module X .
Then, for N ∈ (AX , IX)-mod, we have
dimk F
X(N) = dimkX ⊗S N ≤ dimk(S
cX ⊗S N) ≤ dimkN
cX ≤ cX dimkN.
(4): Finally, we verify the “density claim” for the functor FX . For this, recall
from [1](16.1), that given an A-module with underlying B-module of the form
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X ⊗S M , where M is an S-module, a structure of AX -module can be defined
on M by the formula
(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x) ∗m = σ(ǫ ⊗ 1)[ν ⊗ w ◦ (x⊗m)]
where ν ∈ X∗, x ∈ X , w ∈ W 0, ǫ : X
∗ ⊗B X−−→S is the evaluation map
determined by ǫ(ν ⊗ x) = ν(x), and σ : S ⊗S M−−→M is the product map;
here, ◦ denotes the given A-module structure on X ⊗S M . Let us show by
induction on n that, for w1, . . . , wn ∈ W 0, x ∈ X , ν ∈ X
∗, and m ∈M , we have
σν,x(w1w2 · · ·wn) ∗m = σ(ǫ ⊗ 1)[ν ⊗ w1w2 · · ·wn ◦ (x⊗m)].
Suppose that n > 1, write w = w1 and t = w2 · · ·wn, and assume that the
statement holds for n − 1. Asume that t ◦ (x ⊗ m) =
∑
s xs ⊗ ms. Then,
applying the induction hypothesis and [1](12.8)(3), we have
σν,x(wt) ∗m =
∑
i(σν,xi(w)σνi,x(t)) ∗m
=
∑
i σν,xi(w) ∗ σ(ǫ ⊗ 1)[νi ⊗ t ◦ (x ⊗m)]
=
∑
i,s(ν ⊗ w ⊗ xi) ∗ (νi(xs)ms)
=
∑
s σ(ǫ ⊗ 1)[ν ⊗ w ◦ (
∑
i xi ⊗ νi(xs)ms)]
=
∑
s σ(ǫ ⊗ 1)[ν ⊗ w ◦ (xs ⊗ms)]
= σ(ǫ⊗ 1)[ν ⊗ wt ◦ (x⊗m)].
Hence σν,x(a)∗m = σ(ǫ⊗1)[ν⊗a◦(x⊗m)], for a ∈ A. Then, from I(X⊗SM) = 0
it follows that IXM = 0.
Notice that the existence of some 0 6=M ∈ (A, I)-Mod as in (7.7)(4) implies
that IX is a proper ideal of AX , because (AX , IX)-Mod can not be trivial.
Now we briefly discuss an additional condition on the admissible B-module
X which guarantees that FX is full and faithful. In the following, we denote by
IX the class of B-modules of the form X ⊗S N , for some N ∈ S-Mod.
Proposition 7.8. Under the assumptions of the last proposition, consider the
ideal I0 := B∩I of B = TR(W ′0). Then, we can consider the triangular interlaced
weak ditalgebra (B, I0), where B = (B, 0). Then, we have as before, associated
to the R-R-bimodule decomposition W ′0 =W
′
0 ⊕ 0, a functor
F ′X : (BX , IX0 )-Mod−−→(B, I0)-Mod = (B/I0)-Mod.
Here, the layer of BX = (T ′, δ′) is (S, P ∗), with [T ′]0 = S and [T ′]1 = P ∗, and
its differential δ′ is determined by the comultiplication µ : P ∗−−→P ∗ ⊗S P ∗.
If F ′X is full and faithful (in this case we say that X is complete), then the
functor FX : (AX , IX)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod is full and faithful too. We obtain
complete triangular admissible B-modules X in the following cases:
1. X is a finite direct sum of non-isomorphic finite dimensional indecompos-
ables in B-mod;
2. X is the B-module obtained from the regular S-module S by restriction
through a given epimorphism of k-algebras φ : B−−→S;
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3. X = X1 ⊕ X1, where X1 and X2 are complete triangular admissible B-
modules such that HomB(IXi , IXj ) = 0, for i 6= j.
Proof. The proof of the fact that X is a complete triangular admissible B-
module in each one of the enumerated posibilities is treated in a similar way as
for the ditalgebras case, as in (17.4), (17.5), and (17.11) of [1], respectively.
For instance, the proof of [1](17.5) is adapted to prove (2) as follows. We
choose the dual basis (1S, 1) for the admissibleB-moduleX = S, then (BX , IX0 ) =
(S, Sφ(I0)S), where S = (S, 0), so F ′X is identified with the restriction functor
Fφ : (S/Sφ(I0)S)-Mod−−→(B/I0)-Mod induced by the epimorphism of algebras
φ : B/I0−−→S/Sφ(I0)S, so F ′X is full and faithful, and X is complete.
The proof of the fact that FX is full and faithful, for any complete admissible
B-module X , is similar to the proof of (13.5) of [1].
Definition 7.9. An interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) over the field k is called
wild iff there is an (A/I)-k〈x, y〉-bimodule Z, which is free of finite rank as a
right k〈x, y〉-module, such that the composition functor
k〈x, y〉-Mod
Z⊗k〈x,y〉−
−−−−−−−→A/I-Mod
L(A,I)
−−−−→(A, I)-Mod
preserves isomorphism classes of indecomposables. Here L(A,I) denotes the
canonical embedding functor mapping each morphism f0 onto (f0, 0). In this
case, we say that Z produces the wildness of (A, I).
The following statement is just [1](22.7) rewritten for interlaced weak dital-
gebras. The proof given there works here too.
Lemma 7.10. Assume that H : (A′, I ′)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod is a functor ob-
tained as a finite composition of functors of type FX , for some admissible mod-
ule X, or Fφ, for some morphism φ : (A, I)−−→(A′, I ′) of interlaced weak di-
talgebras. Then, H induces by restriction a functor H which makes the right
square of the following diagram commutative. If ∆ is any k-algebra and Z is an
(A′/I ′)-∆-bimodule, then H(Z) is an (A/I)-∆-bimodule and the first square in
the following diagram commutes up to isomorphism
∆-Mod
Z⊗∆−−−−−→ (A′/I ′)-Mod
L(A′,I′)
−−−−−→ (A′, I ′)-Mod
‖
yH
yH
∆-Mod
H(Z)⊗∆−
−−−−−−−→ (A/I)-Mod
L(A,I)
−−−−→ (A, I)-Mod.
If Z is a projective right ∆-module, so is H(Z). In particular, making ∆ :=
(A′/I ′), we obtain that H ∼= H(A′/I ′) ⊗(A′/I′) − is exact and preserves direct
sums.
Proposition 7.11. Assume that a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Az , Iz)
is obtained from the Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) by some of the
procedures described in this section, that is z ∈ {d, r, q, a,X}. Then, (Az , Iz) is
a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra. The associated full and faithful functor
F z : (Az , Iz)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
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preserves isomorphism classes and indecomposables. Moreover, if (Az , Iz) is
wild (with wildness produced by an (Az/Iz)-k〈x, y〉-bimodule Z) then so is (A, I)
(with wildness produced by the (A/I)-k〈x, y〉-bimodule F z(Z)).
Proof. The fact that (Az , Iz) is a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra can be
proved in a similar way as in the proof of the same fact for ditalgebras as in
(9.3) and (16.3) of [1]. The last statement follows from the preceding Lemma,
as in (22.8) and (22.10) of [1].
8 Stellar weak ditalgebras
In this section we shall see that for a special kind of interlaced weak ditalgebras
(A, I), the stellar ones, we can apply reduction procedures and reach after a
finite number of steps a seminested ditalgebra, as in [1](23.5). The correspond-
ing composition of reduction functors covers finite-dimensional (A, I)-modules
with bounded dimension.
Definition 8.1. Recall that a minimal algebra R is a finite product of algebras
R = R1× · · ·×Rn, where each Ri is either a rational k-algebra or is isomorphic
the field k. Assume A is a triangular weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ), where
R is a minimal algebra. Then, a source point i0 of A is a centrally primitive
idempotent ei0 of R such that ei0W = 0 and Rei0 = kei0 .
Definition 8.2. A stellar weak ditalgebra A is a weak ditalgebra with triangular
layer (R,W ), with R a minimal algebra, such that there is a source point i0
of A, and W0 = W0ei0 . So, we can consider the points i1, . . . , is of A with
ei1W0ei0 6= 0, . . . , eisW0ei0 6= 0. The algebra A
′ generated by R′ = ×sj=0Reij
and W ′0 =
∑s
j=1 eijW0ei0 will be called the star of A. The points ei0 , . . . , eis
are called the points of the star, and ei0 is its center.
Notice that if A is a stellar weak ditalgebra with layer (R,W ), then we have
A = R⊕W0.
In some of the next statements we need the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 8.3. Given a principal ideal domain R and a filtration in R-mod
0 = U0 ⊆ U1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Uℓ = U,
there is h ∈ R such that Rh ⊗R U is a free Rh-module and
0 = Rh ⊗R U0 ⊆ Rh ⊗R U1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rh ⊗R Uℓ = Rh ⊗R U
is an additive module filtration of Rh ⊗R U in Rh-mod.
Proof. Step 1: The case ℓ = 1. Here, we just have to show that for any U ∈
R-mod there is h ∈ R such that Rh ⊗R U is a free Rh-module.
This is a standard procedure, we have an exact sequence in R-mod
Rs
H
−−→Rr−−→U−−→0,
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with H a matrix in Rr×s ⊆ Kr×s, where K is the field of fractions of R. Then,
there are square invertible matrices P and Q with coefficients in K such that
PHQ =
(
Id 0
0 0
)
,
where d is the rank of H . Consider h ∈ R such that P and Q have entries in
Rh, then Rh ⊗R U = Coker(1Rh ⊗H)
∼= Rr−dh is free in Rh-mod.
Step 2: The case ℓ = 2. We take U ′ ⊆ U and consider the following exact
sequence in R-mod
0−−→U ′−−→U−−→U/U ′−−→0.
Then, apply the first step to obtain h ∈ R with Rh ⊗R (U ⊕ U ′ ⊕ [U/U ′]) free
in Rh-mod. So, Rh ⊗R U ′, Rh ⊗R U , and Rh ⊗R [U/U ′] are free modules too.
The exact sequence obtained from the preceding one by tensoring by Rh splits
and we are done.
Step 3: The general case. This is an easy induction.
Lemma 8.4. Let (A, I) be a stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with
triangular layer (R,W ). Moreover, assume that I ⊆ W0 and take any d ∈
N. Then, there is a stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (AY , IY ) with
triangular layer (S,WY ), such that IY is a direct summand of WY0 as an S-S-
bimodule. Moreover, there is a full and faithful functor
FY : (AY , IY )-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
such that for any M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, there is some N ∈
(AY , IY )-Mod with FY (N) ∼=M .
Proof. We have R =
∏
i∈[0,n]Riei, where each Rei is either isomorphic to k or
to some rational algebra. We can assume that [0, n] = J ⊎ J ′ where Rei = kei,
for i ∈ J , and Rej = Rjej with Rj = k[x]gj(x), for j ∈ J
′. Thus, if e0 denotes
the center of the star, 0 ∈ J . Then we get R = Re × Re′, where e =
∑
i∈J ei
and e′ =
∑
j∈J′ ej.
By assumption I ⊆ W0. For each j ∈ J
′, the bimodule ejW0 = ejW0e0
is an Rj = Rj ⊗k k-module. From (8.3), there is some hj(x) ∈ Rj such that
(Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW0 is a free (Rj)hj(x)-module and (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejI is a direct
summand of (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW0. So we obtain basis BI(j) ⊆ B0(j) of the free
(Rj)hj(x)-modules (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejI and (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW0.
Now, fix d ∈ N and consider the algebra C =
∏
j∈J′ ejRj/〈hj(x)
d〉, which
admits only a finite number of isoclasses of indecomposable finite dimensional C-
modules, say represented by the C-modules Z1, . . . , Zu. Consider Z := ⊕
u
s=1Zs
and the R-module
Y = Z ⊕
[
⊕j∈J′ej(Rj)hj(x)
]
⊕Re.
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Then, we have the splitting EndR(Y )
op = S ⊕ P , where
S =
[
u∏
s=1
kfs
]
×
∏
j∈J′
ej(Rj)hj(x)
×Re,
fs ∈ EndR(Y )op is the idempotent corresponding to the indecomposable direct
summand Zs of Y , and P = radEndR(Z)
op.
If we consider the filtration of P given by its powers
0 = P (ℓP+1) ⊆ P (ℓP ) ⊆ · · · ⊆ P (1) = P,
thus P (i)P (j) ⊆ P (i+j) for all i, j ∈ [1, ℓP ] with i + j ≤ ℓP , and P (i)P (j) = 0,
otherwise. It determines a filtration of the R-module Z
0 = Z0 ⊆ Z1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Zℓ = Z,
with ZsP ⊆ Zs−1, for all s ∈ [1, ℓ]. Then, the R-module Y is complete triangular
admissible with filtration
0 = Y0 ⊆ Y1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Yℓ = Y,
where Y1 = Z1 ⊕
[
⊕j∈J′ej(Rj)hj(x)
]
⊕Re, Y2 = Y1 ⊕ Z2, . . . , Yℓ = Y1 ⊕ Zℓ.
Then, by (7.7), we have a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (AY , IY )
with triangular layer (S,WY ) given by
WY0 = Y
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y and W
Y
1 = (Y
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R Y )⊕ P
∗.
Since Y is complete, by (7.8), the functor FY : (AY , IY )-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
is full and faithful.
By assumption, we have I ⊆ W0, we claim that IY ⊆ WY0 . More precisely,
IY = AY (Y ∗⊗̂RI⊗̂RY )AY = Y ∗⊗̂RI⊗̂RY , where Y ∗⊗̂RI⊗̂RY denotes the
image of the canonical map Y ∗ ⊗R I ⊗R Y−−→Y ∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y . Indeed, given
generators ν ⊗ h ⊗ y ∈ Y ∗⊗̂RI⊗̂RY and ν′ ⊗ w0 ⊗ y′ ∈ Y ∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y , we
have (ν ⊗ h ⊗ y)(ν′ ⊗ w0 ⊗ y′) ∈ (Y ∗⊗̂RI⊗̂Rke0)(e0k ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y ) = 0 and
(ν′ ⊗ w0 ⊗ y′)(ν ⊗ h⊗ y) ∈ (Y ∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R ke0)(e0k⊗̂RI⊗̂RY ) = 0.
Since e0W0 = 0, we have
e0[W
Y
0 ] = e0[Y
∗]⊗R W0 ⊗R Y = e0k ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y = e0k ⊗ e0W0 ⊗R Y = 0.
Similarly, using that e0P
∗ = 0, we obtain that e0[W
Y
1 ] = 0. So, e0 is a source
point in AY . We also have
WY0 e0 = Y
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R Y e0 = Y
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R ke0 = Y
∗ ⊗R W0e0 ⊗R Y =W
Y
0 ,
so AY is a stellar weak ditalgebra with star center e0. Moreover, IY = IY e0.
For j ∈ J ′, we have
ej[W
Y
0 ] = ej[Y
∗]⊗RW0⊗RY = ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0⊗R e0k
∼= ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0.
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Since each ej(Rj)hj(x)-module filtration ej[I
Y ] ⊆ ej[WY0 ] is isomorphic to the
additive filtration ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RI ⊆ ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0 of free modules described
before, we can find bases BIY (j) ⊆ B
Y
0 (j) of ej[I
Y ] and ej [W
Y
0 ]. If j ∈ J , we
choose any vector space basis BIY (j) ⊆ B
Y
0 (j) of ejI
Y and ejW
Y
0 respectively;
similarly, we choose any vector space basis BIY (fs) ⊆ B
Y
0 (fs) of fsI
Y and
fsW
Y
0 , respectively, for any s ∈ [1, u]. Thus, I
Y is a direct summand of WY0 as
S-S-bimodules, because they are freely generated by the sets
[
⋃
j∈[0,n]
BIY (j)]
⋃
[
u⋃
s=1
BIY (fs)] ⊆ [
⋃
j∈[0,n]
B
Y
0 (j)]
⋃
[
u⋃
s=1
B
Y
0 (fs)].
Now, take any M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d. Let us show that there is
some N ∈ (AY , IY )-Mod with FY (N) ∼=M . It will be enough to see that there
is some left S-module N0 such that M ∼= Y ⊗S N0 as R-modules. Since M
satisfies that dimk e
′M ≤ dimkM ≤ d, we know that M = e′M ⊕ eM , and
e′M ∼= [⊕us=1nsZs] ⊕Mc, where every hj(x) acts invertibly on Mc. Then, we
can make
N0 = [⊕
u
s=1nskfs]⊕Mc ⊕ eM.
Hence, M ∼= Y ⊗S N0 as R-modules, and there is N ∈ (AY , IY )-Mod with
FY (N) ∼=M .
Proposition 8.5. Let (A, I) be stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
with triangular layer (R,W ). Moreover, assume that there is a decomposition
of R-R-bimodules W0 = W
′
0 ⊕W
′′
0 , where W
′
0 generates the ideal I of A and
δ(W ′0) ⊆ IV + V I. Make W
q
0 = W
′′
0 , W
q
1 := W1, W
q := W q0 ⊕W
q
1 , and T
q =
TR(W
q). Then, there is a differential δq on T q such that Aq := (T q, δq) is a
weak ditalgebra and (Aq, 0) is a stellar interlaced weak ditalgebra with triangular
layer (R,W q). Moreover, there is a morphism φ : (A, I)−−→(Aq , 0) of interlaced
weak ditalgebras which induces an equivalence of categories
F q = Fφ : (A
q, 0)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
Proof. It follows from (7.4) with I = I ′.
Notice that the following statement is about ditalgebras, not weak ditalge-
bras, so we can use freely the terminology and results of [1]. Anyway, we define
seminested weak ditalgebras.
Definition 8.6. Let A be a layered weak ditalgebra. Then,
1. The layer (R,W ) of A is called seminested iff R is a minimal k-algebra,
the layer (R,W ) is triangular, the R-R-bimodule W1 is freely generated
by a subset B1 of W1, the R-R-bimodule filtration F(W0) = {W
j
0 }
ℓ0
j=0 is
freely generated by a set filtration F(B0) = {B
j
0}
ℓ0
j=0 of some finite subset
B0 of W0. See [1](23.2);
2. The layered weak ditalgebra A is called seminested iff its layer is sem-
inested;
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3. The weak seminested ditalgebra A is called minimal iff its layer (R,W ) is
seminested with W0 = 0;
Lemma 8.7. Let A be a stellar ditalgebra with triangular layer (R,W ) and
such that W1 is freely generated by some directed finite subset. Then, given any
d ∈ N, there is a stellar seminested ditalgebra A′ and a full and faithful functor
A′-Mod
F
−−→ A-Mod
such that for any M ∈ A-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, there is some N ∈ A′-Mod
with F (N) ∼=M .
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of (8.4). We have R =
∏
i∈[0,n]Riei, where
each Rei is either isomorphic to k or to some rational algebra. We can assume
that [0, n] = J ⊎ J ′ where Rej = kej , for j ∈ J , and Rej = Rjej with Rj =
k[x]gj(x), for j ∈ J
′. Thus, if e0 denotes the center of the star, 0 ∈ J . Then we
get R = Re×Re′, where e =
∑
j∈J ej and e
′ =
∑
j∈J′ ej.
From the triangularity of (R,W ), we have an R-R-bimodule filtration
0 =W 00 ⊆W
1
0 ⊆ · · · ⊆W
ℓ
0 =W0.
For each j ∈ J ′, the bimodule ejW0 = ejW0e0 is an Rj = Rj⊗kk-module. Then,
by (8.3), we can find hj(x) ∈ Rj such that the (Rj)hj(x)-module filtration
0 = (Rj)hj(x)⊗RW
0
0 ⊆ (Rj)hj(x)⊗RW
1
0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ (Rj)hj(x)⊗RW
ℓ
0 = (Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0
of the free (Rj)hj(x)-module (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW0 is additive. Then, we obtain a
set filtration
∅ = B00(j) ⊆ B
1
0(j) ⊆ · · · ⊆ B
ℓ
0(j) = B0(j)
of basis Bt0(j) of the free (Rj)hj(x)-modules (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW
t
0 .
Fix d ∈ N and consider the algebra C =
∏
j∈J′ ejRj/〈hj(x)
d〉, which ad-
mits only a finite number of isoclasses of indecomposable finite-dimensional C-
modules, say represented by the C-modules Z1, . . . , Zu. Consider Z := ⊕us=1Zs
and the R-module
X = Z ⊕
[
⊕j∈J′ej(Rj)hj(x)
]
⊕Re.
Then, we have the splitting EndR(X)
op = S ⊕ P , where
S =
[
u∏
s=1
kfs
]
×
∏
j∈J′
ej(Rj)hj(x)
×Re,
fs ∈ EndR(X)op is the idempotent corresponding to the direct summand Zs of
X , and P = radEndR(Z)
op.
If we consider the filtration of P given by its powers
0 = P (ℓP+1) ⊆ P (ℓP ) ⊆ · · · ⊆ P (1) = P,
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thus P (i)P (j) ⊆ P (i+j) for all i, j ∈ [1, ℓP ] with i + j ≤ ℓP , and P (i)P (j) = 0,
otherwise. It determines a filtration of the R-module Z
0 = Z0 ⊆ Z1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ZℓZ = Z,
with ZsP ⊆ Zs−1, for all s ∈ [1, u]. Then, the R-module X is triangular with
filtration
0 = X0 ⊆ X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ XℓX = X,
where X1 = Z1⊕
[
⊕j∈J′ej(Rj)hj(x)
]
⊕Re, X2 = X1⊕Z2, . . . , XℓX = X1⊕ZℓZ .
Then, by [1](14.10), we have the ditalgebra AX = (TX , δX) with triangular
layer (S,WX) given by
WX0 = X
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R X and W
X
1 = (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P
∗.
The functor FX : AX -Mod−−→A-Mod is full and faithful by [1](13.5).
As in the proof of (8.4), it is easy to see that e0(W
X) = 0 andWX0 =W
X
0 e0,
so AX is a stellar ditalgebra with source point e0.
In the proof of [1](14.10), the triangular filtrations of WX0 and W
X
1 are
exhibited. The typical term [WX0 ]
m of the triangular filtration of the S-bimodule
WX0 , defined for m ∈ [0, 2ℓX(ℓ+ 1)], is the sum
[WX0 ]
m =
∑
r+2ℓXs+t≤m
[X∗]r⊗̂RW
s
0 ⊗̂RXt,
where each summand [X∗]r⊗̂RW s0 ⊗̂RXt denotes the image of the canonical map
[X∗]r ⊗R W s0 ⊗R Xt−−→X
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R X . Since W0 = W0e0, for each j ∈ J ′,
we have isomorphisms of (Rj)hj(x)-modules
ejW
X
0 = ejX
∗⊗RW0⊗R e0X = ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0⊗Rke0
∼= ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0.
and
ej [X
∗]r ⊗R W
s
0 ⊗R Xt = ej(Rj)hj(x) ⊗R W
s
0 ⊗R ke0 ∼= ej(Rj)hj(x) ⊗R W
s
0 ,
for each r, s, t with s+2ℓXs+t ≤ m. They determine the following commutative
square ⊕
r,s,t ej[X
∗]r ⊗R W s0 ⊗R Xt
σmj
−−→
⊕
r,s,t ej(Rj)hj(x) ⊗R W
s
0y
y
ejW
X
0
σj
−−→ ej(Rj)hj(x) ⊗R W0
where σmj and σj are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the canonical
maps. Then, the restriction of σj to the image of the canonical maps gives an
isomorphism of free (Rj)hj(x)-modules, so an isomorphism of freely generated
S-S-bimodules,
σmj : ej[W
X
0 ]
m−−→ej(Rj)hj(x) ⊗R W
s(m)
0 ,
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for a suitable s(m). Clearly, s(m) ≤ s(m + 1). This implies that from the
additivity of the filtration of the S-S-bimodule ej(Rj)hj(x)⊗RW0 that we con-
structed before we can derive the additivity of the filtration
0 = ej [W
X
0 ]
0 ⊆ ej [W
X
0 ]
1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ej[W
X
0 ]
m ⊆ · · · ⊆ ejW
X
0 .
Since each one of these S-S-bimodules ej [W
X
0 ]
m is freely generated, we can find
a filtration of bases, where each (BX0 )(j)
m freely generates the S-S-bimodule
ej[W
X
0 ]
m, as follows:
∅ = (BX0 )(j)
0 ⊆ (BX0 )(j)
1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ (BX0 )(j)
m ⊆ · · · ⊆ (BX0 )(j).
These filtrations can be completed to a filtration of sets, where each (BX0 )
m
freely generates the S-S-bimodule [WX0 ]
m, as follows
∅ = (BX0 )
0 ⊆ (BX0 )
1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ (BX0 )
m ⊆ · · · ⊆ BX0 ,
where BX0 freely generates the S-S-bimodule W
X
0 . This completion is done by
suitable choices of vector space basis of each ej[W
X
0 ]
m, for j ∈ J , and of each
fs[W
X
0 ]
m, for s ∈ [1, u], as in the proof of (8.4).
It follows that AX is a seminested ditalgebra. Indeed, we already know that
WX1 is freely generated because W1 is so.
The fact that FX covers (A, I)-modules M with dimkM ≤ d is verified as
in the proof of (8.4).
Lemma 8.8. Let A be a stellar triangular ditalgebra. Then, given any d ∈ N,
there is a stellar ditalgebra A′ with triangular layer (R′,W ′), such that W ′1 is
freely generated by some directed finite subset, and a full and faithful functor
A′-Mod
F
−−→ A-Mod
such that for any M ∈ A-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, there is some N ∈ A′-Mod
with F (N) ∼=M .
Proof. It is similar to the proof of the preceding Lemma: if the triangular layer
of A is (R,W ), we “localize” some of the factors of R in order to transform each
ejW1 into a free module (Rj)hj(x) ⊗Rj ejW1.
Theorem 8.9. Let (A, I) be a stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with
triangular layer (R,W ) and star center e0. Assume that e0 6∈ I and take any
d ∈ N. Then, there is a seminested ditalgebra A′ and a composition of reduction
functors
(A′, 0)-Mod
F
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
such that any M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d is of the form F (N) ∼=M for
some N ∈ (A′, 0)-Mod.
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Proof. Since e0W = 0 and W0 = W0e0, we know that A = R ⊕ W0, V =
W1 ⊕ (W1 ⊗R W0), and V I =W1I.
We are assuming that R is a minimal algebra, thus we have a decomposition
1 =
∑n
i=0 ei as a sum of centrally primitive idempotents of R. Denote by ♯(A)
the number of idempotents ei with Rei 6∼= k. We prove our theorem by induction
on ♯(A).
Base of the induction: ♯(A) = 0.
In this case, Rei = kei, for all i. If 0 6= r ∈ R ∩ I, there is some j ∈ [1, n]
with ej ∈ I. So ejM = 0, for each M ∈ (A, I)-Mod. Then, we can consider
the stellar interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ad, Id), with triangular layer (Rd,W d),
obtained from (A, I) by deletion of the idempotent ej and the full and faithful
functor F d : (Ad, Id)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod, where Rd has less factors than R and
F d is dense. We can repeat this process a finite number of times, if necessary,
and so we can assume that R ∩ I = 0.
We claim that in this case, I ⊆W0. Indeed, given h ∈ I, we have h = r+w,
with r ∈ R and w ∈ W0. Then, re0 = e0r = e0h ∈ I ∩ R = 0 and, for i 6= 0,
rei = rei+wei = hei ∈ I ∩R = 0. Thus, r = re0+
∑
i rei = 0. This shows that
I ⊆W0. In particular, I is an R-R-subbimodule ofW0. Since in our case R⊗kR
is semisimple, there is an R-R-subbimodule W ′0 of W0 such that W0 = I ⊕W
′
0.
Since I is an A-triangular ideal of A, it is A-balanced and, from (8.5), we have
a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Aq, 0) and an equivalence of categories
F q : (Aq, 0)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod,
where the triangular layer (R,W ′0 ⊕ W1) of A
q is seminested because R is a
finite product of copies of the ground field. This ends the proof of the base of
the induction.
Inductive step:
We assume now that our theorem holds for stellar interlaced weak ditalgebras
(A′, I ′) with ♯(A′) < m and we prove it for a stellar interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A, I), with ♯(A) = m ≥ 1.
We can proceed as in the base of the induction to delete every idempotent ei
with ei(I ∩R) 6= 0 and Rei ∼= k. So, we can assume that ei(I∩R) = 0 whenever
Rei ∼= k.
Case 1: I0 = I ∩R 6= 0.
If es ∈ I ∩ R with Res 6∼= k, we can delete this idempotent and obtain
a stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ad, Id) with ♯(Ad) < m and
an equivalence functor F d : (Ad, Id)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod which preserves di-
mension. Then, by induction hypothesis, there is a composition of reduction
functors F ′ : (A′, 0)-Mod−−→(Ad, Id)-Mod, where A′ is a seminested ditalge-
bra, which covers d-dimensional modules, so the composition F := F dF ′ works
for (A, I)-Mod.
Now, we can also assume that I ∩R contains no idempotent ei.
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Consider the set of indexes S = {s ∈ [1, n] | esI0 6= 0}. Since I0 6= 0, S is
not empty. Moreover, from our preceding remarks, we know that if s ∈ S, then
Res 6∼= k and esI0 is a proper ideal of Res.
Make e =
∑
s∈S es and f = 1− e− e0. So 1 = f + e+ e0 is a decomposition
of 1 ∈ R as a sum of central orthogonal idempotents. We have e0I = 0, fI0 = 0,
and eI0 = I0. The algebra eR/I0 has finite representation type. Let Z1, . . . , Zv
be a complete system of representatives of the isoclasses of the indecomposable
eR/I0-modules. Take Z = ⊕vt=1Zt and consider the following R-module
X = Z ⊕Rf ⊕ ke0.
Then, we have the splitting Γ = EndR(X)
op = S ⊕ P , where
S =
[
v∏
t=1
ftk
]
× fR× e0k,
P = radEndR(Z)
op, and ft is the idempotent corresponding to Zt in the given
decomposition ofX . Thus S is a subalgebra of Γ, the given decomposition of Γ is
an S-S-bimodule decomposition, and X and P are finitely generated projective
right S-modules. In fact X is a triangular admissible R-module and we can form
the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (AX , IX) with layer (S,WX0 ⊕W
X
1 ),
where
WX0 = X
∗ ⊗R W0 ⊗R X and W
X
1 = (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P
∗,
as in (7.7). By (7.8), the admissible R-module X is complete and we have a full
and faithful functor
FX : (AX , IX)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod.
Let us show that FX covers every finite dimensional (A, I)-module. Recall
from (7.7) that M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is of the form M ∼= FX(N) for some N ∈
(AX , IX)-Mod iff the underlying R-module of M is isomorphic to X ⊗S N0,
for some S-module N0. Assume that M is finite dimensional. We have that
I0eM = 0, so eM is a left eR/I0-module and, therefore, it has the form eM ∼=
⊕vt=1ntZt. Then, we have the left S-module
N0 = [⊕
v
t=1ntkft]⊕ fM ⊕ e0M
which satisfies thatM = eM⊕fM⊕e0M ∼= X⊗SN0, as left R-modules. Hence
FX covers M , and we have verified the announced property of FX .
The triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (AX , IX) is stellar with e0 as
center of the star because we have e0W
X = 0, e0S = ke0, and W
X
0 e0 = W
X
0 .
Since ♯(AX) < ♯(A), by induction hypothesis, given the natural number d, there
is a composition of reduction functors
G : (A′, 0)-Mod−−→(AX , IX)-Mod,
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where A′ is a seminested ditalgebra, such that any L ∈ (AX , IX)-Mod with
dimk L ≤ d has the form G(N) ∼= L, for some L ∈ (A′, 0)-Mod. We claim
that the functor FXG does the appropriate job. Given M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with
dimkM ≤ d, there is L ∈ (AX , IX)-Mod with FX(L) ∼= M . This implies
that dimk L ≤ dimkM ≤ d, and there exists a module N ∈ (A
′, 0)-Mod with
G(N) ∼= L and FXG(N) ∼=M .
Case 2: I ∩R = 0.
As before, we show first that I ⊆W0. After an application of (8.4), we may
asume that I is in fact a direct summand of W0. Then, we can apply (8.5)
to obtain a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A′, 0) and an equivalence of
categories
F : (A′, 0)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
which preserves dimensions. Now, take d ∈ N, and apply first (8.8) and then
(8.7) to obtain a seminested ditalgebra A′′ and a full and faithful functor
G : (A′′, 0)-Mod−−→(A′, 0)-Mod
such that any L ∈ (A′, 0)-Mod with dimk L ≤ d is of the form G(N) ∼= L,
for some N ∈ (A′′, 0)-Mod. Hence, if M ∈ (A, I)-Mod satisfies dimkM ≤ d,
we know the existence of L ∈ (A′′, 0)-Mod with F (L) ∼= M and dimk L =
dimkM ≤ d. Therefore, there is some N ∈ (A′′, 0)-Mod with FG(N) ∼=M .
9 Reductions with sources and restrictions
In this section we go back to the reduction procedures and functors described
in §7, but in more specific situations which consider a source e0 of a triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I). We introduce a new interlaced weak ditalge-
bra (A⊖, I⊖), obtained from the preceding one by “detachment of the source”,
and we show how the reduction procedures and functors are compatible with
this construction.
Definition 9.1. Assume that (A, I) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
with layer (R,W ) where R is a minimal algebra. Assume that 1 =
∑n
i=0 ei
is the decomposition of the unit of R as sum of primitive orthogonal central
idempotents. Then, the idempotent e0 is called a source of (A, I) iff e0W = 0,
e0R = ke0, and e0 6∈ I.
From now on, the layers (R,W ) of the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebras
we consider always have an R which is a minimal algebra.
Lemma 9.2 (detachment of a source). Assume that (A, I) is a triangular in-
terlaced weak ditalgebra with source idempotent e0. Let (R,W ) be the triangular
layer of A = (T, δ). Make f := 1 − e0 =
∑n
i=1 ei, then consider the tensor al-
gebra T⊖ := TR(fWf), which can be considered as a subalgebra of T = TR(W )
invariant under δ. Denote by δ⊖ the restriction of δ to T⊖. Then, we obtain a
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new weak ditalgebra A⊖ = (T⊖, δ⊖) with layer (R⊖,W⊖) := (R, fWf), which is
also triangular. The inclusion fWf−−→W determines an embedding of algebras
T⊖−−→T and, moreover, an embedding of weak ditalgebras A⊖−−→A.
Notice that fTf is an algebra with unit f and we have a surjective morphism
of algebras φ : T−−→fTf given by φ(t) = ftf , for t ∈ T . Observe also that
T⊖ = ke0 × fTf.
We say that A⊖ is obtained from A by detachment of the source e0. The space
I⊖ = fIf is then an ideal of A⊖ := [T⊖]0 and (A⊖, I⊖) is a triangular interlaced
weak ditalgebra. We have that (A⊖, I⊖) is a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra
whenever (A, I) is so.
Moreover, we have the restriction functor Res : (A, I)-Mod−−→(A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
such that Res(M) = fM and, for h ∈ Hom(A,I)(M,N), its restriction is de-
fined by Res(h0, h1) = (Res(h0),Res(h1)), where Res(h0) : fM−−→fN is the
restriction map and Res(f1) : fV f−−→Homk(fM, fN) is obtained from the
restriction of f1 : V−−→Homk(M,N).
Proof. Notice that W = fW , thus fWW · · ·Wf = fWfWf · · · fWf and
T⊖ = TR(fWf) is a subalgebra of T = TR(W ). The triangularity of the
layer (R, fWf) for T⊖ clearly follows from the triangularity of the layer (R,W )
of T . The rest of the statement is also clear.
Lemma 9.3. Assume that (A, I) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
with source idempotent e0. Consider the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A⊖, I⊖) obtained from (A, I) by detachment of the source e0, the interlaced
weak ditalgebra (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0) obtained from the preceding one by deletion of the
idempotent e0, and the interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ad0 , Id0) obtained directly
from (A, I) by deletion of the idempotent e0. Then,
(A⊖d0 , I⊖d0) = (Ad0 , Id0).
Moreover, if (A, I) is not wild, neither is (A⊖, I⊖).
Proof. Write f = 1−e0, then T⊖ = TR(fWf) and T⊖d0 = TfR(fWf) = T d0. If
we denote by φ : T−−→T d0 and by φ⊖ : T⊖−−→T⊖d0 the canonical morphisms
of algebras, then I⊖d0 = (fIf)d0 = φ⊖(fIf) = φ(fIf) = fφ(I)f = φ(I) = Id0 .
Now, δd0 is determined by the composition
fWf ⊆W
δ|
−−→T
φ
−−→T d0,
while δ⊖d0 is obtained by the composition
fWf
δ|
−−→T⊖
φ⊖
−−→T⊖d0 .
These maps coincide because, since e0W = 0, we know that fW
nf = (fWf)n,
for any n ≥ 1. Thus, given any t ∈ T , we know that ftf ∈ T⊖ and φ(ftf) =
φ⊖(ftf). Thus, given any w ∈ fWf we obtain
φδ(fwf) = φ(fδ(w)f) = φ⊖(fδ(w)f) = φ⊖δ(fwf),
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so that δd0 = δ⊖d0 , and (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0) = (Ad0 , Id0).
Now, assume that (A⊖, I⊖) is wild. Since the full and faithful functor
F d0 : (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0)-Mod−−→(A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
is such that the only indecomposable M ∈ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod which is not of the
form F d0(N) ∼= M , for some N ∈ (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0)-Mod is the object S = ke0, we
get that (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0) is wild. Then, from our preceding claim and (7.11), we
get that (A, I) is wild too.
Lemma 9.4 (deletion of idempotents with source). Assume that (A, I) is a
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with source idempotent e0. Let (R,W ) be
the triangular layer of A = (T, δ). Let e = e0 +
∑t
s=1 ejs with js 6= 0, for
all s. Then, we can form the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ad, Id)
obtained by deletion of the idempotent 1 − e, as in (7.2). Thus Ad = (T d, δd)
and Id = φ(I), where T d = TRd(W
d), with Rd = eRe, W d = eW0e⊕eW1e, and
φ : T−−→T d is the morphism of algebras determined by the canonical projections
φ• : R−−→eRe, φ0 :W0−−→eW0e, and φ1 :W1−−→eW1e.
Clearly e0eRe = ke0 and e0eWe = 0. If we had e0 ∈ φ(I), since e0W0 = 0,
we would also have that e0 ∈ I. Thus, e0 6∈ I
d and e0 is a source idempotent in
the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Ad, Id).
We can also consider the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A⊖d, I⊖d),
obtained from (A⊖, I⊖) by deletion of the same idempotent 1−e. Then, there is a
canonical isomorphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras (A⊖d, I⊖d) and (Ad⊖, Id⊖),
which allows us to identify them and we have the following commutative diagram
of functors
(Ad, Id)-Mod
Fd
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
↓ Res ↓ Res
(Ad⊖, Id⊖)-Mod
F⊖d
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod.
Moreover, if M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is such that Res(M) ∼= F⊖d(N ′), for some N ′ ∈
(Ad⊖, Id⊖)-Mod, then M ∼= F d(N), for some N ∈ (Ad, Id)-Mod.
Proof. Starting with (A, I) and its source idempotent e0, we form the triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra (A⊖, I⊖) as in (9.2). Thus, we have the idempotent
f = 1 − e0 and δ
⊖ is the restriction of δ to T⊖ = TR(fWf). With the central
idempotent e ∈ R = R⊖, we can consider the triangular interlaced weak dital-
gebra (A⊖d, I⊖d) where A⊖d = (TeRe(efWfe), δ⊖d). Here, the differential δ⊖d
is determined by the composition
efWfe
δ⊖
|
−−→TR(fWf)
φd
−−→TeRe(efWfe)
where φd is the morphism of algebras determined by the morphisms R−−→eRe,
fW0f−−→efW0fe, and fW1f−−→efW1fe which map x onto exe.
Moreover, Ad = (TeRe(eWe), δd), where the differential δd is determined by
the composition
eWe
δ|
−−→TR(W )
φ
−−→TeRe(eWe),
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where φ is the morphism of algebras determined by the morphisms R−−→eRe,
W0−−→eW0e, and W1−−→eW1e which map x onto exe.
Make fd := e − e0 ∈ Rd, then we have Ad⊖ = (T d⊖, δd⊖), where T d⊖ :=
TeRe(f
deWefd) and δd⊖ is the restriction of δd. We have
fde = efd = e(e− e0) = e− e0 = (1− e0)e = fe = ef.
Therefore, TeRe(f
deWefd) = TeRe(efWfe). Moreover, we have the commuta-
tive diagram
efWfe
δ⊖
|
−−→ TR(fWf)
φd
−−→ TeRe(efWfe)
↓ σ ↓ ↓
eWe
δ|
−−→ TR(W )
φ
−−→ TeRe(eWe)
where the vertical arrows denote inclusions. Therefore, for w ∈ feWef =
efWfe, we have
δd⊖(w) = δd(w) = φδ(w) = φδσ(w) = φdδ⊖(w) = δ⊖d(w),
thus δd⊖ = δ⊖d, and Ad⊖ = A⊖d.
By definition, Id = φ(I). Then, from the commutativity of the second square
of the last diagram and the fact that φ(f) = e− e0, we obtain
Id⊖ = fdIdfd = (e − e0)φ(I)(e − e0) = φ(fIf) = φ
d(fIf) = φd(I⊖) = I⊖d.
The proofs of the commutativity of the diagram and the last remark in the
statement of this Lemma are straightforward.
Lemma 9.5 (regularization with source). Assume that (A, I) is a triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra with source idempotent e0. Let (R,W ) be the trian-
gular layer of A = (T, δ). Suppose that we have R-R-bimodule decompositions
W0 =W
′
0 ⊕W
′′
0 and W1 = δ(W
′
0)⊕W
′′
1 . Then, we can form the triangular in-
terlaced weak ditalgebra (Ar , Ir) obtained by regularization of the bimodule W ′0,
as in (7.3). Thus Ar = (T r, δr) and Ir = φ(I), where T r = TR(W r), with
W r = W ′′0 ⊕W
′′
1 , and φ : T−−→T
r is the morphism of algebras determined by
the canonical projections φ• : R−−→R, φ0 :W0−−→W
′′
0 , and φ1 :W1−−→W
′′
1 .
We have e0R = ke0 and e0W
r = 0. Since e0I = 0, we have e0φ(I) = 0,
so e0 6∈ φ(I) = Ir. Thus, e0 is a source idempotent in the triangular interlaced
weak ditalgebra (Ar, Ir).
We furthermore assume that W ′0e0 = 0. Thus, if we take f = 1− e0, we get
fW ′0f = W
′
0, fW0f = W
′
0 ⊕ fW
′′
0 f , and fW1f = δ(W
′
0) ⊕ fW
′′
1 f . Then, we
can perform regularization on (A⊖, I⊖) of the same bimodule W ′0.
There is a canonical isomorphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras (A⊖r, I⊖r)
and (Ar⊖, Ir⊖), which allows us to identify them and we have the following
commutative diagram of functors
(Ar, Ir)-Mod
F r
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
↓ Res ↓ Res
(Ar⊖, Ir⊖)-Mod
F⊖r
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod.
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Moreover, if (A, I) is a Roiter interlaced weak ditalgebra and M ∈ (A, I)-Mod
is such that Res(M) ∼= F⊖r(N ′), for some N ′ ∈ (Ar⊖, Ir⊖)-Mod, then M ∼=
F r(N), for some N ∈ (Ar, Ir)-Mod.
Proof. The layer of Ar⊖ is (R, fW rf), with W r =W ′′0 ⊕W
′′
1 ; the layer of A
⊖r
is (R, [fWf ]r), with fW rf = fW ′′0 f ⊕ fW
′′
1 f = [fWf ]
r. Therefore,
T r⊖ = TR(fW
rf) = TR(fW
′′
0 f ⊕ fW
′′
1 f) = TR([fWf ]
r) = T⊖r.
By definition of Ar, its differential δr is determined by the composition
W ′′0 ⊕W
′′
1 =W
r δ|−−→TR(W )
φ
−−→TR(W
r)
and δr⊖ is the restriction of δr to TR(fW
rf). Moreover, δ⊖ is the restriction of
δ to TR(fWf), and δ
⊖r is determined by the composition
fW ′′0 f ⊕ fW
′′
1 f = [fWf ]
r
δ⊖
|
−−→TR(fWf)
φr
−−→TR([fWf ]
r),
where φr is the morphism determined by the projection fWf−−→[fWf ]r. From
this we obtain that δr⊖ = δ⊖r, thus Ar⊖ = A⊖r.
We also have that I⊖r = φr(fIf) = φ(fIf) = fφ(I)f = Ir⊖.
The proof of the commutativity of the diagram is straightforward. If Res(M) ∼=
F⊖r(N ′), then (Kerδ⊖ ∩W ′0)fM = 0. So, (Kerδ
⊖ ∩W ′0)M = 0, because M =
e0M⊕fM andW ′0e0 = 0. But δ
⊖
|W ′0
= δ|W ′0 implies that Kerδ∩W
′
0 = Kerδ
⊖∩W ′0.
It follows that F r(N) ∼=M , for some N ∈ (Ar, Ir)-Mod.
Lemma 9.6 (reduction by factoring out a direct summand of W0 with source).
Let (A, I) be a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with source e0 and tri-
angular layer (R,W ). Make f = 1 − e0. Assume that there is a decom-
position fW0f = W
′
0 ⊕ W
′′
0 as fR-fR-bimodules such that W
′
0 ⊆ fIf and
δ(W ′0) ⊆ A
⊖W ′0fV f + fV fW
′
0A
⊖. Thus W0 =W
′
0 ⊕ (W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0) is a decom-
position of R-R-bimodules with W ′0 ⊆ I and δ(W
′
0) ⊆ AW
′
0V +VW
′
0A. Then, we
can form the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Aq, Iq), determined by this
last decomposition, as in (7.4); thus T q = TR(W
q), whereW q0 =W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0 and
W q1 = W1. Then, e0 is a source idempotent in (A
q, Iq), and we can form the
interlaced weak ditalgebra (Aq⊖, Iq⊖). We can also form the triangular inter-
laced weak ditalgebra (A⊖, I⊖) and then consider the interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A⊖q, I⊖q) associated to the decomposition fW0f =W ′0⊕W
′′
0 . Then, there is a
canonical isomorphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras which allows us to identify
(Aq⊖, Iq⊖) with (A⊖q, I⊖q), and we have a commutative square of functors
(Aq, Iq)-Mod
F q
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
↓ Res ↓ Res
(Aq⊖, Iq⊖)-Mod
F⊖q
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod.
Proof. The layer of Aq is (R,W q), with W q0 = W
′′
0 ⊕ W0e0 and W
q
1 = W1.
Thus, e0W
q = e0W
′′
0 ⊕ e0W0e0 ⊕ e0W1 = 0, because e0 is a source idempotent
in A. Moreover, e0I = 0 implies that e0I
q = 0, thus e0 6∈ I
q. So e0 is a source
idempotent of (Aq , Iq).
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Since fW q0 f = W
′′
0 and fW
q
1 f = fW1f , we have that T
q⊖ = TR(fW
qf) =
TR(W
′′
0 ⊕ fW1f). By assumption, we can form the triangular interlaced weak
ditalgebra (A⊖q, I⊖q) associated with the decomposition fW0f = W ′0 ⊕ W
′′
0 .
Thus, T⊖q = TR(W
′′
0 ⊕ fW1f) = T
q⊖.
By definition of Aq, its differential δq is determined by the composition
W ′′0 ⊕W0e0 ⊕W1 =W
q δ|−−→TR(W )
φ
−−→TR(W
q),
where φ is the morphism determined by the projection W−−→W q, and δq⊖
is the restriction of δq to TR(fW
qf). Moreover, δ⊖ is the restriction of δ to
TR(fWf), and δ
⊖q is determined by the composition
W ′′0 ⊕ fW1f = [fWf ]
q
δ⊖
|
−−→TR(fWf)
φq
−−→TR([fWf ]
q),
where φq is the morphism determined by the projection fWf−−→[fWf ]q. From
this we obtain that δq⊖ = δ⊖q, thus Aq⊖ = A⊖q.
Finally, I⊖q = φq(fIf) = φ(fIf) = fφ(I)f = Iq⊖.
Lemma 9.7 (absorption of a loop with source). Let (A, I) be a triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra with source e0, where A = (T, δ) admits the triangular
layer (R,W ), with Rei = kei for some idempotent ei 6= e0. Make f = 1 − e0.
Assume that there is a decomposition of fR-fR-bimodules fW0f = W
′
0 ⊕W
′′
0
with W ′0
∼= eiR ⊗k Rei and δ(W ′0) = 0. Then, we can consider the triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra (A⊖, I⊖) and the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A⊖a, I⊖a) obtained by the absorption of the R-R-subbimodule W ′0, as in (7.5).
We also have the decomposition of R-R-bimodules W0 = W
′
0 ⊕ (W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0),
and we can consider the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Aa, Ia) obtained
by absorption of the R-R-bimodule W ′0, where e0 is a source. Consider the
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (Aa⊖, Ia⊖), then (A⊖a, I⊖a) = (Aa⊖, Ia⊖)
and there is a commutative square of functors
(Aa, Ia)-Mod
Fa
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
↓ Res ↓ Res
(Aa⊖, Ia⊖)-Mod
F⊖a
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod.
Proof. Here 1 =
∑n
j=0 ej is a decomposition of the unit of the minimal algebra
Ra as a sum of centrally primitive idempotents. The layer ofAa is (Ra,W a) with
Raei ∼= k[x], W a0 = R
a[W ′′0 ⊕W0e0]R
a, and W a1 = R
aW1R
a. Thus, e0W
a
0 =
e0R
aW ′′0 R
a⊕e0RaW0e0Ra = 0 and e0W a1 = e0R
aW1R
a = 0. Moreover, Rae0 =
ke0, and we already know that e0 6∈ I = I
a. Thus, e0 is a source for A
a.
Now, fW a0 f = fR
aW ′′0 R
af ⊕ fRa(W0e0)Raf = fRaW ′′0 R
af and fW a1 f =
fRaW1R
af . Then, since f is a central idempotent of Ra, we get
T a⊖ = TRa(fR
aW ′′0 R
af⊕fRaW1R
af) = TRa(R
afW ′′0 fR
a⊕RafW1fR
a) = T⊖a.
Moreover, δa⊖ = (δa)| = δ| = δ
⊖ = δ⊖a, so Aa⊖ = A⊖a, and clearly Ia⊖ =
fIf = I⊖a. The rest of the proof is clear.
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Lemma 9.8 (reduction with an admissible module with source). Assume that
(A, I) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with source idempotent e0. Let
(R,W ) be the triangular layer of A = (T, δ). Write f = 1− e0 and assume that
we have a decomposition fW0f =W
′
0⊕W
′′
0 of fR-fR-bimodules with δ(W
′
0) = 0.
Notice that we have the decomposition of R-R-bimodulesW0 =W
′
0⊕W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0,
with δ(W ′0) = 0.
Consider the k-subalgebra B = TfR(W
′
0) of fTf and the k-subalgebra B =
TR(W
′
0) = ke0 × B of T
⊖. Suppose that X is a complete triangular admissible
B-module, thus we have a splitting Γ = EndB(X)
op = S ⊕ P , where S is a
subalgebra of Γ, P is an ideal of Γ, and X and P are finitely generated projective
right S-modules.
Now, consider the B-module X = ke0 ⊕X. Then, we have a splitting Γ =
EndB(X)
op = S⊖⊕P , where S⊖ = ke0×S is a subalgebra of Γ, P is an ideal of
Γ, and X and P are finitely generated right S⊖-modules. Then, X is a complete
triangular admissible B-module.
Then, we can form the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (AX , IX) ob-
tained from (A, I) by reduction using the admissible B-module X, as in (7.6).
Then, e0 is a source idempotent in (AX , IX) and we can form the triangular
interlaced weak ditalgebra (AX⊖, IX⊖). We can also form the triangular inter-
laced weak ditalgebra (A⊖X , I⊖X) obtained from (A⊖, I⊖) by reduction using
the same admissible B-module X.
Moreover, there is a canonical isomorphism of interlaced weak ditalgebras
(A⊖X , I⊖X) and (AX⊖, IX⊖), which allows us to identify them and we have the
following commutative diagram of functors
(AX , IX)-Mod
FX
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
↓ Res ↓ Res
(AX⊖, IX⊖)-Mod
F⊖X
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod.
Moreover, if M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is such that Res(M) ∼= F⊖X(N ′), for some N ′ ∈
(AX⊖, IX⊖)-Mod, then M ∼= FX(N), for some N ∈ (AX , IX)-Mod.
Proof. Clearly, we have W0 = fW0 = fW0f ⊕ fWe0 =W ′0 ⊕ (W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0).
The layer of the weak ditalgebra AX is (S⊖,WX), where
WX0 = X
∗ ⊗R (W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0)⊗R X and W
X
1 = (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P
∗.
Hence,
e0W
X
0 = e0X
∗ ⊗R (W ′′0 ⊕W0e0)⊗R X
∼= e0k ⊗R (W ′′0 ⊕W0e0)⊗R X
= e0k ⊗R (e0W ′′0 ⊕ e0W0e0)⊗R X = 0.
Similarly,
e0W
X
1 = e0(X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ e0P ∗
∼= (e0k ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ e0P ∗
= e0k ⊗R e0W1 ⊗R X = 0.
This implies that e0W
X = 0.
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Let us show that e0 6∈ IX . For this notice that e0W0 = 0 and e0 6∈ I implies
that e0I = 0. Thus, fI = I. We claim that, for any ν ∈ X∗, x ∈ X , and
h ∈ I, we have that e0σν,x(h) = 0. Indeed, for h ∈ I = fI, we have h = fa
with a ∈ I ⊆ A = TR(W0), thus a = r + γ, with r ∈ R and γ ∈ [⊕nW
⊗n
0 ], so
h = fr+ fγ. Since, e0σν,x(fr) = e0ν(frx) with frx ∈ X, we get e0ν(frx) = 0.
Moreover, from [1](12.8)(3), we get e0σν,x(fγ) ∈ e0[⊕n(WX0 )
⊗n] = 0. Hence
e0σν,x(h) = e0σν,x(fr) + e0σν,x(fγ) = 0, as claimed. Now, if e0 ∈ IX , we get
e0 =
∑
v(sv + γv)σνv ,xv(hv)ζv, where sv ∈ S
⊖, γv ∈ [⊕n(WX0 )
n], ζv ∈ TX ,
νv ∈ X∗, xv ∈ X , and hv ∈ I. Thus, from our precedent claim, we obtain
e0 =
∑
v sve0σνv ,xv(hv)ζv = 0, a contradiction. Thus e0 6∈ I
X .
Then, the idempotent e0 is a source of (AX , IX).
We have TX = TS⊖(W
X
0 ⊕W
X
1 ), where
WX0 = X
∗ ⊗R (W
′′
0 ⊕W0e0)⊗R X
= (ke0 ⊕X)∗ ⊗R (W ′′0 ⊕W0e0)⊗R (ke0 ⊕X)
= (X∗ ⊗R W ′′0 ⊗R X)⊕ (X
∗ ⊗R W0e0 ⊗R ke0)
and
WX1 = [X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X ]⊕ P
∗
= [(ke0 ⊕X)∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R (ke0 ⊕X)]⊕ P ∗
= (X∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R ke0)⊕ P ∗.
We also have that T⊖X = TS⊖((fW0f)
X ⊕ (fW1f)X), where
(fW0f)
X = X∗ ⊗R W
′′
0 ⊗R X
= (ke0 ⊕X)∗ ⊗R W ′′0 ⊗R (ke0 ⊕X)
= X∗ ⊗R W ′′0 ⊗R X
and
(fW1f)
X = [X∗ ⊗R fW1f ⊗R X ]⊕ P
∗
= [(ke0 ⊕X)∗ ⊗R fW1f ⊗R (ke0 ⊕X)]⊕ P ∗
= (X∗ ⊗R fW1f ⊗R X)⊕ P ∗.
Then, we have an injection of graded k-algebras i : T⊖X−−→TX .
In order to construct TX⊖ from TX , we use the idempotent fˆ = 1−e0 ∈ S⊖.
Then, TX⊖ = TS⊖(fˆW
X
0 fˆ ⊕ fˆW
X
1 fˆ), where
fˆWX0 fˆ = X
∗ ⊗R W
′′
0 ⊗R X and fˆW
X
1 fˆ = (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P
∗.
Thus, T⊖X = TX⊖.
For ν ∈ X∗ and x ∈ X, we have the commutative square
T
σν,x
−−→ TX
↑ ↑
T⊖
σν,x
−−→ T⊖X
where the vertical arrows denote inclusions. Then, for ν ∈ X∗, x ∈ X , and
w ∈ W ′′0 ∪W1, we get
δX⊖(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x) = λ(ν) ⊗ w ⊗ x+ σν,x(δ(w)) + (−1)degw+1ν ⊗ w ⊗ ρ(x)
= δ⊖X(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x)
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and we obtain AX⊖ = (TX⊖, δX⊖) = (T⊖X , δ⊖X) = A⊖X .
Now, let us prove that fˆ IX fˆ = (fIf)X . As before, since e0W
X
0 = 0 and e0 6∈
IX , we obtain that fˆ IX = IX . So we want to show the equality IX fˆ = (If)X .
Given a generator σν,x(hf) of (If)
X , from [1](12.8)(3), we obtain σν,x(hf) =∑
i σν,xi(h)σνi,x(f) =
∑
i σν,xi(h)νi(fx). But, since fx ∈ X, we have νi(fx) =
νi(fx)fˆ . Thus σν,x(hf) ∈ IX fˆ , and (If)X ⊆ IX fˆ . Now, consider a generator
σν,x(h) of I
X , thus h ∈ I. We know that h = he0 + hf , so
σν,x(h)fˆ = [σν,x(he0) + σν,x(hf)]fˆ
= [
∑
i σν,xi(h)σνi,x(e0) +
∑
i σν,xi(hf)σνi,x(f)]fˆ
= [
∑
i σν,xi(hf)νi(fx)]fˆ =
∑
i σν,xi(hf)νi(fx) ∈ (If)
X
since σνi,x(e0) ∈ ke0 and νi(fx) ∈ S
⊖fˆ . So IX fˆ = (If)X .
From the preceding facts, we get (AX⊖, IX⊖) = (A⊖X , I⊖X), as claimed.
Suppose that M ∈ (A, I)-Mod is such that Res(M) ∼= F⊖X(N ′), for some
N ′ ∈ (AX⊖, IX⊖)-Mod. So fM ∼= X ⊗S⊖ N
′. But M = e0M ⊕ fM and
X ⊗S⊖ e0M ∼= e0k ⊗S e0M ∼= e0M . Therefore we have an isomorphism of R-
modulesM ∼= X⊗S⊖ (e0M⊕N
′), which, by (7.7)(4), implies thatM ∼= FX(N),
for some N ∈ (AX , IX)-Mod.
10 Reduction to minimal ditalgebras
In this section we prove our main result for non-wild directed interlaced weak di-
talgebras (A, I). Namely, we show that the study of their modules with bounded
dimension is somehow reduced to the study of modules over a minimal dital-
gebra obtained from (A, I) by a finite number of reductions. This is the main
step to the proof of the tame-wild dichotomy for (A, I).
Lemma 10.1. Assume that (A, I) is a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
with source e0. Denote by (Ad0 , Id0) the triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
obtained from the preceding one by deletion of the idempotent e0. Consider, as
before, the idempotent f = 1− e0. Then,
1. (A⊖, I⊖) = (E , 0) × (Ad0 , Id0), where E = (ke0, 0) is the one point dital-
gebra determined by the source e0 of A.
2. Item (1) allows us to identify the corresponding categories of modules
through the following dimension preserving equivalence of categories
(A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
G
−−→ (E , 0)-Mod× (Ad0 , Id0)-Mod
where G(M) = (e0M, fM) and, for g = (g
0, g1) ∈ Hom(A⊖,I⊖)(M,N), we
have G(g) = [(g00 , 0), (g
0
f , g
1
f)], where g
0 = g00 ⊕ g
0
f is the canonical decom-
position of g0, and g1f : fV f−−→Homk(fM, fN) denotes the restriction
of the A⊖-bimodule morphism g1 : fV f−−→Homk(M,N). We will write
S := (E , 0)-Mod = E-Mod = ke0-Mod.
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3. Under the assumptions of (9.8), we have (AXd0 , IXd0) = (Ad0X , Id0X).
Moreover, we have the commutative diagram
(AX⊖, IX⊖)-Mod = (A⊖X , I⊖X)-Mod
F⊖X
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
GX
y G
y
S × (AXd0 , IXd0)-Mod = S × (Ad0X , Id0X)-Mod
1×FX
−−−→ S × (Ad0 , Id0)-Mod.
This implies that, given d ∈ N, if the functor FX covers any module M
with dimkM ≤ d, so does F⊖X .
4. For z ∈ {d, r, q, a}, assume that we are respectively under he assumptions
of (9.4), (9.5), (9.6), and (9.7). Then, we have a commutative diagram
of morphisms of interlaced weak ditalgebras
(Az⊖, Iz⊖) = (A⊖z, I⊖z)
φ⊖z
←−−− (A⊖, I⊖)
‖ ‖
(E , 0)× (Azd0 , Izd0) = (E , 0)× (Ad0z, Id0z)
1×φz
←−−− (E , 0)× (Ad0 , Id0).
Therefore, we get a commutative diagram of functors
(Az⊖, Iz⊖)-Mod = (A⊖z , I⊖z)-Mod
F⊖z
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
Gz
y G
y
S × (Azd0 , Izd0)-Mod = S × (Ad0z , Id0z)-Mod
1×F z
−−→ S × (Ad0 , Id0)-Mod.
This implies that, given d ∈ N, if F z covers any module M with dimkM ≤
d, so does F⊖z.
Proof. (1): We have T⊖ = ke0 × TRf(fWf) = ke0 × T d0 and, for c ∈ k and
t ∈ T d0, δ⊖(ce0 + t) = δ⊖(t) = δd0(t) = 0(ce0) + δd0(t). Thus,
A⊖ = (T⊖, δ⊖) = (ke0 × T
d0, 0× δd0) = E × Ad0 .
Moreover, we have I⊖ = fIf = φ(I) = Id0 , where φ : T−−→T d0 is the canonical
projection. Then, (A⊖, I⊖) = (E × Ad0 , 0× Id0) and (1) follows from this.
(2): If A = (T, δ) and Ad0 = (T d0, δd0), we know that φ : T−−→fTf = T d0 such
that φ(t) = ftf is a surjective morphism of graded algebras, so V d0 = [T d0]1 =
f [T ]1f = fV f . Moreover, if A⊖ = (T⊖, δ⊖), then [T⊖]1 = fV f too. So G is a
full functor. It is clearly faithful and dense.
(3): For f = 1− e0 ∈ R and fˆ = 1− e0 ∈ S⊖, we have
fˆWX0 fˆ = X
∗ ⊗R W
′′
0 ⊗R X = (fW0f)
X
and
fˆWX1 fˆ = (X
∗ ⊗R W1 ⊗R X)⊕ P
∗ = (fW1f)
X ,
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we obtain
T d0X = [TfR(fWf)]
X
= TS(fˆW
X fˆ) = TfˆS⊖(fˆW
X fˆ) = TXd0.
Keeping in mind the formulas for λ and ρ given in (7.6), we obtain the following
decompositions
λ = 0⊕ λ : X∗ = ke0 ⊕X
∗−−→(P ∗ ⊗S⊖ ke0)⊕ (P
∗ ⊗S X
∗) = P ∗ ⊗S⊖ X
∗
and
ρ = 0⊕ ρ : X = ke0 ⊕X−−→(ke0 ⊗S⊖ P
∗)⊕ (X ⊗S P
∗) = X ⊗S⊖ P
∗.
We have, for ν ∈ X∗ and x ∈ X, the following commutative diagram
T
δ
−−→ T
σν,x
−−→ TX
δX
−−→ TXyφ
yφ
yφX
yφX
T d0
δd0
−−→ T d0
σd0ν,x
−−→ T d0X = TXd0
δXd0
−−→ TXd0
where φ and φX are the canonical projections. Since T = TB(W ), the commu-
tativity of the central square can be verified on generators b ∈ B, w0 ∈W 0, and
w1 ∈ W 1. Then, we have for ν ∈ X , w ∈ W
′′
0 ∪W1, and x ∈ X,
δXd0(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x) = δXd0φX(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x) = φXδX(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x)
= φX [λ(ν) ⊗ w ⊗ x+ σν,x(δ(w)) + (−1)
degw+1ν ⊗ w ⊗ ρ(x)]
= λ(ν)⊗ w ⊗ x+ σd0ν,xφδ(w) + (−1)
degw+1ν ⊗ w ⊗ ρ(x)
= λ(ν)⊗ w ⊗ x+ σd0ν,x(δ
d0(w)) + (−1)degw+1ν ⊗ w ⊗ ρ(x)
= δd0X(ν ⊗ w ⊗ x).
Also, for γ ∈ P ∗, we have δXd0(γ) = µ(γ) = δd0X . Then, we have that
AXd0 = (TXd0 , δXd0) = (T d0X , δd0X) = Ad0X .
Moreover,
IXd0 = φX(IX) = 〈φX(σν,x(a)) | a ∈ I, ν ∈ X∗, x ∈ X〉
= 〈σd0ν,x(φ(a)) | a ∈ I, ν ∈ X
∗, x ∈ X〉 = (φ(I))X = Id0X .
(4): For z ∈ {d, r, q, a}, we have the following sequence of equalities
(Azd0 , Izd0) = (Az⊖d0 , Iz⊖d0) = (A⊖zd0 , I⊖zd0) = ((E × Ad0)zd0 , (0× Id0)zd0)
= ((E × Ad0z)d0 , (0× Id0z)d0) = (Ad0z, Id0z).
Theorem 10.2. Assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed. Assume
(A, I) is a directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra as in (6.3), where I is
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a proper ideal of A. Suppose that (A, I) is not wild and take d ∈ N. Then, there
is a finite sequence of reductions
(A, I) 7→ (Az1 , Iz1) 7→ · · · 7→ (Az1z2···zt , Iz1z2···zt)
of type zi ∈ {a, d, r, q,X} such that Az1z2···zt is a minimal ditalgebra, we have
Iz1z2···zt = 0, and almost every (A, I)-module M with dimkM ≤ d has the form
M ∼= F z1 · · ·F zt(N), for some N ∈ (Az1···zt , Iz1···zt)-Mod.
Proof. Let (R,W ) be the layer of A. By assumption R is a product of fields. As
we did at the begining of the proof of (8.9), the base of the induction, if there is
some idempotent ei ∈ I ∩R we can consider the triangular interlaced weak di-
talgebra (Ad, Id) and the equivalence functor F d : (Ad, Id)-Mod−−→(A, I)-Mod
which preserves dimension. It is clear that (Ad, Id) is again a non-wild directed
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra. Since we have a surjective morphism of
algebras φ : A−−→Ad and φ(I) = Id, we know that Id is a proper ideal of Ad.
Then, by applying this procedure a finite number of times, if necessary, we can
assume that no idempotent ei belongs to I. Then, since A is directed, we can
choose a source point e0 of (A, I), so Re0 = ke0, e0W = 0, and e0 6∈ I.
We will proceed by induction on the number of points of the interlaced weak
ditalgebra (A, I). The base of the induction is clear: if the source point e0 is
the unique point of A, then A admits no arrows, so A is a minimal ditalgebra,
and we are done.
Assume n ∈ N, with n > 1. Suppose that the theorem holds for any non-
wild directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A′, I ′), with m < n points,
where I ′ is a proper ideal of A′. Suppose that (A, I) is a non-wild directed
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with source e0 and n points, where I is a
proper ideal of A, and take d ∈ N. Then we can consider the non-wild directed
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A⊖, I⊖). If we consider the ditalgebra
obtained from (A⊖, I⊖) by deletion of the idempotent e0, we obtain a directed
triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra (A⊖d0 , I⊖d0). From (9.3), we know that
(A⊖d0 , I⊖d0) = (Ad0 , Id0). We can apply our induction hypothesis to (Ad0 , Id0)
and to the natural number d to obtain a finite sequence of reductions
(Ad0 , Id0) 7→ (Ad0z1 , Id0z1) 7→ · · · 7→ (Ad0z1z2···zt , Id0z1z2···zt)
of type zi ∈ {a, d, r, q,X} such that Ad0z1z2···zt is a minimal ditalgebra, we have
Id0z1z2···zt = 0, and any (Ad0 , Id0)-module M ′′ with dimkM
′′ ≤ d has the form
M ′′ ∼= F d0F z1 · · ·F zt(N ′′), for some N ′′ ∈ (Ad0z1···zt , Id0z1···zt)-Mod.
Since we have Id0z1z2···zt = 0, we get I⊖z1z2···zt = 0. From (10.1), we have
the commutative diagram
(A⊖z1···zt , I⊖z1···zt)-Mod
F⊖zt
−−→ · · ·
F⊖z1
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
Gz1···zt
y G
y
S × (Ad0z1···zt , Id0z1···zt)-Mod
1×F zt
−−−→ · · ·
1×F z1
−−−→ S × (Ad0 , Id0)-Mod,
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where the vertical arrows correspond to dimension preserving equivalences of
categories, and the fact that any (A⊖, I⊖)-module M ′ with dimkM ′ ≤ d, has
the form M ′ ∼= F⊖z1 · · ·F⊖zt(N ′), for some N ′ ∈ (A⊖z1···zt , I⊖z1···zt)-Mod.
Moreover, (Az1···zt⊖, Iz1···zt⊖) = (A⊖z1···zt , I⊖z1···zt) and, from the lemmas
of §9, we have a commutative diagram
(Az1···zt , Iz1···zt)-Mod
F zt
−−→ · · ·
F z1
−−→ (A, I)-Mod
Res
y Res
y
(Az1···zt⊖, Iz1···zt⊖)-Mod
F⊖zt
−−→ · · ·
F⊖z1
−−→ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
whereAz1···zt⊖ is a minimal ditalgebra, Iz1···zt⊖ = 0, and anyM ′ ∈ (A⊖, I⊖)-Mod
with dimkM
′ ≤ d is of the form F⊖z1 · · ·F⊖zt(N ′) ∼= M ′. If M ∈ (A, I)-Mod
and dimkM ≤ d, then dimk Res(M) ≤ d, and Res(M) ∼= F
⊖z1 · · ·F⊖zt(N ′).
Thus, for some N ∈ (Az1···zt , Iz1···zt)-Mod, we have F z1 · · ·F zt(N) ∼=M . More-
over, dimkN ≤ d′, for some fixed d′ which depends on d. For the sake of
simplicity, make (A′, I ′) := (Az1···zt , Iz1···zt).
Here, we have that A′⊖ is a minimal ditalgebra, I ′⊖ = 0, and (A′, I ′) is
a triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with source e0. If (R
′,W ′) denotes the
layer ofA′, say with R′ = R′0×· · ·×R
′
m, and we make f = 1−e0 =
∑m
j=1 ej ∈ R
′,
we know that ⊕mi,j=1ejW
′
0ei = fW
′
0f = 0. Thus, W
′
0e0 =W
′
0, and we know that
(A′, I ′) is a stellar triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra with star center e0.
Then, apply (8.9) to d′, to obtain a composition of reduction functors
(A′′, 0)-Mod
Fys
−−→ · · ·
Fy1
−−→ (A′, I ′)-Mod
such thatA′′ is a non-wild seminested ditalgebra and anyN ∈ (A′, I ′)-Mod with
dimkN ≤ d′ is of the form F y1 · · ·F ys(L) ∼= N for some L ∈ (A′′, 0)-Mod. More-
over, dimk L ≤ d′′, for some fixed d′′ depending on d′. Then, from [1](28.22),
there is a minimal ditalgebra B and a composition of reduction functors F :
B-Mod−−→A′′-Mod such that for any A′′-module L with dimk L ≤ d′′, there is
a B-module K such that F (K) ∼= L.
Thus, given M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, we obtain
M ∼= F z1 · · ·F ztF y1 · · ·F ysF (K).
11 Tame and wild dichotomy
In this section we proceed to the proofs of our main results. In order to be
precise, we need first to adapt some known facts on tame ditalgebras to the case
of interlaced weak ditalgebras.
The following lemma is probably known, but we include a proof for the sake
of the reader.
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Lemma 11.1. Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed
field. Let C be a full subcategory of Λ-mod, closed under direct summands and
direct sums. Then, C can not be simultaneously tame and wild.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same proof given on page 366 of [1]. Consider
the usual variety modΛ(d) of Λ-modules with dimension vector d, where the
algebraic group Gd acts in such a way that two d-dimensional Λ-modules are
isomorphic iff their corresponding points (denoted with the same symbolsM and
N) satisfy that N = hM , for some h ∈ Gd. If C is wild, there is a morphism
of varieties φ : k2 = modk〈x,y〉(1)−−→modΛ(d) induced by the functor F :
k〈x, y〉-mod−−→Λ-mod, with image in C, which is provided by the wildness of
C as in (1.2). Since F preserves indecomposables, each ϕ(λ, µ) represents an
indecomposable Λ-module in C and ϕ(λ, µ) 6∈ Gdϕ(λ′, µ′), for all different pairs
(λ, µ), (λ′, µ′) ∈ k2. Consider, for each λ ∈ k, the curve ϕλ : k−−→modΛ(d),
defined by ϕλ(µ) = ϕ(λ, µ), for µ ∈ k.
If C is tame, there is a finite number of curves {γi : Ei−−→modΛ(d)}mi=1, de-
fined on cofinite subsets Ei of k, such that every d-dimensional indecomposable
Λ-module in C is represented by a point in ∪mi=1Gdγi(Ei).
Then, for each λ ∈ k, ϕλ(k) ⊆ ∪mi=1Gdγi(Ei). It follows that ϕλ(D
λ) ⊆
Gdγi(Ei), for some cofinite subset D
λ ⊆ k and some i depending on λ. Then,
γi(E
λ
i ) ⊆ Gdϕλ(D
λ), for some cofinite subset Eλi ⊂ Ei. Since we are dealing
with finitely many curves γ1, . . . , γm, then there is λ
′ 6= λ such that ϕλ′ (Dλ
′
) ⊆
Gdγi(Ei), for the same i. Since E
λ
i is cofinite in Ei and D
λ′ is infinite, there
exists µ ∈ Dλ
′
such that ϕλ′(µ) ∈ Gdγi(Eλi ) ⊆ Gdϕλ(D
λ). This entails a
contradiction.
Definition 11.2. An interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) is called tame iff, for
each d ∈ N, there is a finite collection {(Γi, Zi)}
m
i=1, where Γi = k[x]fi and Zi
is an (A/I)-Γi-bimodule, which is free of finite rank as a right Γi-module, such
that for every indecomposable M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, there is an
i ∈ [1,m] and a simple Γi-module S such that Zi ⊗Γi S ∼=M in (A, I)-Mod.
The condition given in the last definition can be rearranged into an equivalent
one, where the simple Γi-module S is replaced by an indecomposable Γi-module
N . See [1](27.2).
Definition 11.3. An interlaced weak ditalgebra (A, I) is called strictly tame iff,
for each d ∈ N, there is a finite collection {(Γi, Zi)}mi=1, where Γi = k[x]fi and Zi
is an (A/I)-Γi-bimodule, which is free of finite rank as a right Γi-module, such
that for almost every indecomposable M ∈ (A, I)-Mod with dimkM ≤ d, there
is an i ∈ [1,m] and an indecomposable Γi-module N such that Zi ⊗Γi N ∼= M
in (A, I)-Mod. Moreover, the functors
Γi-mod
Zi⊗Γi−−−−−−→ (A/I)-mod
L(A,I)
−−−−→ (A, I)-mod
preserve isoclasses and indecomposables.
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It can be seen that in the last definition, we can replace the condition of
being “free of finite rank right Γi-module”, by the apparently weaker one of
being “finitely generated right Γi-module”, see [1](27.5).
The following result is just a more precise formulation of Theorem (1.6).
Theorem 11.4. Assume that the ground field is algebraically closed and that
(A, I) is a directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra. Then, (A, I) is either
tame or wild, but not both. Moreover, (A, I) is tame iff it is strictly tame.
Proof. If (A, I) was wild and tame simultaneously, we can easily adapt the geo-
metric algebraic argument given in [1]§33 (pages 360–366) to get a contradiction:
the condition δ2 = 0 is irrelevant there (it is only used to have a well defined
category of modules) and we can use A/I instead of A in that argument. Indeed,
already know that (A, I) is a Roiter seminested weak ditalgebra.
If (A, I) is not wild and d ∈ N, then we can apply (10.2) to obtain a finite
sequence of reductions
(A, I) 7→ (Az1 , Iz1) 7→ · · · 7→ (Az1z2...zt , Iz1z2...zt)
of type zi ∈ {d, r, q, a,X} such that Iz1z2...zt = 0 and B = Az1···zt is a minimal
ditalgebra, and almost any (A, I)-module M with dimkM ≤ d has the form
M ∼= F (N), where F = F z1 · · ·F zt , for some N ∈ B-Mod.
Given a point i of B, we either have Bei = kei or Γi = Bei 6= kei. The
finite dimensional indecomposable B-modules are of the form Si = kei, for i
such that Bei = kei, or Γi/(x − λ)t, with λ ∈ k and t ∈ N, for any i such that
Γi = Bei 6= kei.
Apply (7.10) to each Γi and F to obtain the following diagram which com-
mutes up to isomorphism
Γi-Mod
Γi⊗Γi−−−−−−→ B-Mod
LB−−→ (B, 0)-Mod
‖
yF
yF
Γi-Mod
Zi⊗Γi−−−−−−→ (A/I)-Mod
L(A,I)
−−−−→ (A, I)-Mod
where Zi := F (Γi). Since FLB(Γi ⊗Γi −) preserves indecomposability and
isoclasses, the functor L(A,I)(Zi ⊗Γi −) has the same properties. Moreover, Zi
is an (A/I)-Γi-bimodule which is finitely generated projective by the right. But
Γi is a principal ideal domain, so Zi is a finitely generated free right Γi-module.
If N ∼= Γi/(x − λ)t, then L(A,I)(Zi ⊗Γi N) ∼= FLB(Γi ⊗Γi N) ∼= M . We have
shown that (A, I) is strictly tame. Finally, from the remark between definitions
(11.2) and (11.3) we see that strict tameness implies tameness.
Proof of Theorem (1.3). Let us denote by F(∆) the category of filtered by
standard modules for a quasi-hereditary algebra Λ. From (11.1), we already
know that F(∆) can not be simultaneously tame and wild.
From (1.5), there is a t-algebra T = TR(W ) determined by some directed
elementary bigraph B, a ditalgebra A˙, and an equivalence of categories
F : A˙-mod−−→F(∆),
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where the ditalgebra A˙ = (T˙ , δ˙) satisfies A˙ = [T˙ ]0 = A/I, where A = [T ]0 and I
is some ideal of the algebra A. Also, V˙ = [T˙ ]1 = A˙⊗R V ⊗R A˙, where V = [T ]1,
and T˙ = TA˙(V˙ ). Moreover, F (M)
∼= R(A˙) ⊗A˙ M , for each M ∈ A˙-Mod, and
the right A˙-module R(A˙) is finitely generated projective.
By (6.4) and (6.5), there is a directed triangular interlaced weak ditalgebra
(A, I) and an equivalence functor G : (A˙, 0)-mod−−→(A, I)-mod, which is the
identity on objects. By (11.4), we know that (A, I) is wild or strictly tame. It
follows immediately that A˙ is wild or strictly tame.
If A˙ is wild, then we have the composition
k〈x, y〉-mod
Z⊗〈x,y〉−
−−−−−→ A˙-mod
LA˙−−→ A˙-mod
F
−−→ F(∆)
where Z realizes the wildness of A˙. If N ∈ k〈x, y〉-mod is indecomposable, so is
F (Z ⊗k〈x,y〉 N) ∼= R(A˙)⊗A˙ Z ⊗k〈x,y〉 N,
where R(A˙)⊗A˙Z is a finitely generated projective right module. It is also clear
that the tensor product by the preceding bimodule preserves isoclasses. So,
F(∆) is wild.
Similarly, if A˙ is strictly tame, and d ∈ N, there is d′ ∈ N such that
dimkR(A˙) ⊗A˙ N ≤ d whenever dimkN ≤ d
′. For this d′, we have the compo-
sition functors preserving isoclasses and indecomposables
Γi-mod
Zi⊗Γi−−−−−→ A˙-mod
LA˙−−→ A˙-mod
F
−−→ F(∆)
where Z1, . . . , Zt are the bimodules parametrizing the indecomposable A˙-modules
N with dimkN ≤ d′. Then, the bimodules R(A˙) ⊗A˙ Z1, . . . ,R(A˙) ⊗A˙ Zt
parametrize the indecomposable Λ-modules in F(∆) with dimension at most
d. Moreover, the functors
R(A˙)⊗A˙ Zi ⊗Γi − : Γi-mod−−→F(∆)
preserve isoclasses and indecomposables, for all i ∈ [1, t]. This finishes our proof.

Proof of Theorem (1.4). Fix d ∈ N and let M be an indecomposable module
in F(∆) with dimkM ≤ d. Recall that there is a number c ∈ N such that
dimkDtrM ≤ c× dimkM.
We claim that if
ζ : 0−−→τM
f
−−→E
g
−−→M−−→0
is an almost split sequence in F(∆), then there is a constant c0 ∈ N such that
dimk τM ≤ c0 × dimkM.
Indeed, with the notation of (1.5), recall that the category F(∆) consists
of the R(Q)-modules of the form R(Q) ⊗Q N , for some N ∈ Q-mod. Given
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H ∈ R(Q)-mod, we have the product map µ : R(Q) ⊗Q H−−→H , and every
morphism g : Z−−→H of R(Q)-modules with Z ∈ F(∆) factors through µ.
Then, given an almost split sequence
0−−→DtrM
u
−−→H
v
−−→M−−→0
in R(Q)-mod, we obtain that any non-retraction h : Z−−→M in F(∆) factors
through v, say h′v = h, for some h′ : Z−−→H ; then, h′ factors through µ. So
the composition vµ : R(Q) ⊗Q H−−→M is a right almost split morphism in
F(∆). Since g is minimal right almost split, we get dimk E ≤ dimkR(Q)⊗QH .
Moreover, we have
dimkH = dimkDtrM + dimkM ≤ (c+ 1)× dimkM,
and
dimk τM ≤ dimk E ≤ dimkR(Q)⊗Q H ≤ dimkR(Q)× (c+ 1)× dimkM.
Then, we can take c0 = dimkR(Q)× (c+ 1).
Now, if we make d0 := c0d, there is a minimal seminested ditalgebra B and a
full and faithful functor F : B-mod−−→F(∆), such that almost every N ∈ F(∆)
with dimkN ≤ d0 is of the form F (N
′) ∼= N , for some N ′ ∈ B-mod. This is
the case for almost every M , E, and τM . So M ∼= F (M ′), τM ∼= F (N ′), and
E ∼= F (E′). Since F is full, we have f ′ : N ′−−→E′ and g′ : E′−−→M ′ such that
F (f ′) = f and F (g′) = g. Since F is full and faithful, and ζ is an almost split
sequence, it is not hard to see that ζ′ : 0−−→N ′
f ′
−−→E′
g′
−−→M ′−−→0 is an exact
sequence and, in fact, that it is an almost split sequence in B-mod. But the
almost split sequences in B-mod are well known, see [1](32.3). We know that for
almost every indecomposable B-module M ′ with bounded dimension, we have
thatM ′ ∼= N ′. This implies that for almost every d-dimensional indecomposable
M ∈ F(∆) we also have that τM ∼=M .

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